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"NON-UNIFORM TORSI01i OF ~L.ATE GIRDlllRS"
SYNOPSIS
As an extension of the non-uniform torsion tests of built-up struc-
tural, members recently completed at, the Fritz Engineering Laboratory of
Lehig~ University. a series of six full-s1~e plate girders. with a ~olled
\ '
beam e.~a control. was selected for testing under non-uniform toreionoon-
ditione in the elastic ra.nge.~h1s gJ:'oup in~luded one bolted. three riveted.
and twc> welded specimens fabr1.cated under represen~ative shop conditions.
~','. . ,
I;'
A,custom-bu1lt yoke with a pair of cantilevered loading arms was
'"
at~ached to each spec:imen at tn-a center. The twisting couple; formed by
e. pair of' ,equal and opposite forces, was applied by means ,of weights con- ,
nected to the ends of the loading arme. 'l'heElpecimens were simply-sup-
ported at the ends but restrained aga.inst twisting.
:By virtue of symmetry, the warping tendency of 'the section was fully
restrained at the center. This COndition of non-uniform torsion without
bending produced transverse shears and bending moments in the flanges
superimposed on the pure torsional shears.
!rhe transverse and longitudinal variations of the bending and shear
stresseS,as well as the angular distortions of web and flange, were
determined by means of a syatem of SR-4 gages and ~evel bars_,
The experimental results were compared with computed values based
,on ava~lable theories, such as the ~imoshenko and Goodier-Barton solu-
tiona. Certain modifications were required to account for the deViations
encountered. namely~ the difference between web and flange distortions and
variations near the free end. Special features of built-up sections in
torsion were investigated. An ana.1ytical study of the effect of a variab10
torsion constant was a.1so made.
rWlJaO,nUCTlor,r
.A. ~9L{'r?£l. and Sponsorship
1. Oyer-all .;Rrogram
TM beMvior of ao~id sections undeI' uniform and non-uniform tor-
siOn has been developed anAlytically and checked experimentally by
many lnvestigatora. licl\t1ever, the built-up section has as yet received
scant. attention. Previous tests have been :amlted to model spec,imens
of reduced size.
It \'!as decided that only full-size specimens, fa:bricated under
actual shop conditions, would provide the desired verification of the
analytical modifications necessitated by the variableeharacteristica
of. fabricated sections. Therefore, a. comprehen$ive study of the
behav10r of built-up atruetur'al lUembers·ll1e.s undertaken a.t the l!~ritz
~ng1neerlng Laboratory of Lehigh University, initially under the
general supervlsiono£ Dr. Bruce G. Johnston and subsequently under
Profeeoor tiilli2.i8 J. lilney. A specially-deel~(l torsion tes.ting
machine of record. size and cape-city had Just been 'built and was
available in the la.boratory.
'The complete program, as eventually evolved, can be summarized as
folloUTs:
Phase hoject
N'o, No. Major Topic Investigators
1 211 Uniform Torsion of ~late
Girders
Ohang and Johns ton
215A Non-uniform ~orsion oi Plate
Carders
215~ Combined Bendi~g and Torsion
of Plate Girders
Ku'bo, Jobnston,and :Bnay
Kubo, Johnston, Eney,
and Carpenter
:'~:ftupplerilentB17 series of teste on bunt-up column sections u.nd~r..
untform torsion was a!$O carried out as an independent investtg&-
. ()
tt.ou.
5
·.~··,ThEl fir~t phase ot this program bas been finished. and the results,
lA,abridged. form have'been published. (4) This report covers the non-
UnU'orm torsion teats eond~ted at Lehigh Unlvera1'ty and completes.'
t~$ $e~ondphase,.Tb$ t,h1rd rellOJlt. based on combined.' bencU~ and
,I ". < •
oX'-hofeuor S2II1Uel ~. Carpenter, is :1n pr~ress.
3. §:?Qit§9r~»
,'All three pha.ees of this program bave beensupportedf~nancl&Ul
:by,t~~ tJepartment oi' Highways. ot theOotDl.llonwealth of 'ennsFlvanl& '
in cooperatton with the Federal BursAu of Pub110 Roads.
'.1J!hE} specimens used in thie project weli's inUieJ.ly contrlbuteA to
the first project b1 Lehigh Structural Steel Oompanq, of Allentown,
Pennstlvan1a.
4Fig. 1:1 CLASSIFICATION OF TORSION
LOADING ARRANGEMENT
Type Case Sketch
UNIFORM (a) Circular ~:) ---df-~TORSION Unrestrained jEnds
I
I
Shaft
Loading (b) Circular
J I!Restrained I
End T I
---------i iII
(c) Non-Circular I -II
1- aI :----------Unrestrained
Ends T
NON-
UNlFORj\~
TORSION
(d) Non-Circular
Restrained End
Shaft Loading JT
(e) Non-Circular
Restrained End
Ca.ntilever Loa.ding
p
(r) Non-Circular
~-----------_._----------------;
er
Simply-Supported
Beam
Combined Bending
and Torsion
5D. Ol&ss~f~eation of To~slon
1. ~f~nit1QRs
Ji'or purposes of this report, the tel'ln uniform torsion will be used.
to designate the St. Venant or pure torsion condition which assumes no
restraint of warping. Non-uniform torsion develops in non-circUlar
sections when the wat'ping tendenQ~ is restrained.
2. Uniform Tprs~gnOasea
When a member lJaving conste.nt tor$~onal rigidity is subjected to
uniform torsion, the tlnit angle of twi$t will be constant and only
torsioMl shear stresses will exist. ilhe secondax'y effects are
a.ssumed to 'be negligible in th.e snteJ.l angle of twist ra."lge.
The common cases of uniform toroion are illustrated in Fig. 1:1.
(a) Thecyllndrieal shaft, either solid or tubular, is the classic
ease of a section without a significant tendency to warp.
(b) Even when one Of both s1'lcle are restrained. no change in the tor-
aion COnditions will result, except locally.
(0) A non-circular section under shaft torque without end restraints
can also be treated 'by St. Venant I s theory. 'rhe built-up specimens
used in the first phase of the torsion program were tested in this
manner.
3. Non-uniform Tgrsign OasEl@
t1hen non-circular sections of constant torsional rigidity are twisted,
the unit angle of twist varies along the span. Normal and shear stresses
due to flange bending are produced in addition to the torsional shear
stresses. The allgular distortions are greatly reduced.
A few cases of non-uniiorm torsion are ehown in i~. 1:1.
(d) An open section fixed at one end end subjected to &.shaft torque
6is the bade loading adopted 1'or iovest1gatbn in thia project.
(e) A cantilevered beam. wben acted upon by a concentrated or dls-
tr:i,buted load eccentricaJ,ly applied, \1ill develop combined bendiDg
and tortslon stresses.
(f). Aslmply supported beam when loaded eccentrically will be subjected
to a system of bending and torsion stresses. The second part of
the non-uniform torsion prof;ram was 'based on this 10M arrangement,
using a single concentrated load applied eccentrically at the
centerline of the span.
o. Unifotm Torsion - Rey~ew
1. Anal&tiqsb Developmgn~
Since many e~cellent treatises on this subject are available, no
attempt w111 be made to s'l'l.lUlll£l,rize this material. The class1ceJ. theory
was developed by St. Venant (1) and mOdified by TiffiOshenko.(ll) The
~~mbrane analogy, proposed b1 Prandtl,(12) was used 'by Griffith and
"
(13) . . (14) (2)Taylor. Thayer Qnd March,' as ",ell as b~ 1q'se a.nd Johnston,
to check the torsion constants of a variety of solid sections. 'I'he
bl,lilt~up section under torsion \ilas analyzed by Oha.ng and. Johnston. (4)
2. ~xperimental Progtams
Several teet programs have been conducted in which the angular dis-
tortion and stress distribution of specimens under uniform toraion he.ve
'been mea.sured. SOille representative programs are listed below.
l;'..beams have been. tested 'by Tu.ckerman(16) a.t the University of
Toronto, by CalliPbel1(9) at r!orthwestern Un~versitYt and by Lyse and
Johneton(2) at Lehigh University. Bu.ilt-up sect.ions were tested by
~~;dsen.(15) Chang and Johnston, (4) and Jentoft and Mayo.(5) all at
~eh1gh University.
NOt,a:' The numbers in parentheses refer to items lieted in the
Dibliograph3'. Appendix O.
7" . ~-,
A. O~i1$euya§!.
'1'~ia project wa.s designed to investigate the over-all behavior of
plat$.·~irders under non-uniform torsion caused by shaft load.1ng. The, ..
epec$t'10 ObJeotives can be summarized as follo\l7s:.
(1) '1'0 measure the actual angular distortions and to compare the results
~Jtth~computed values obtained from the ava.ilable theories.
(2) To determine the existing distribution and variation of both the
normal ,a.nd shear E!tresses and to check against theoretical values.
(3) To examine the effect of section properties on the non-uniform tor-
eionbehavior both analytically and experimentally.
(4) Toatuc4r the characteristic behavior of built-up girders under.
torsional loads.
(5) To investigate the differences in the actual and anticipated results
and to establish the eXplanation for same.
(6)''1'0 ex,plore the possibility of extending the available theories to
cover variations in section properties.
B. Scope'
Typical, full-size, pla.te girder s.ectiQns 'of bolted, riveted, o~
welded construction, as well as a rolled beam, were tested. The seven
specimens were relatively shallow with the section properties kept
constant over the span length.
AlthQugh the over-all length of all the beams WEtS 14'-9 11 , only half
of the span was actually used. ~he effective length, baing a function
8of t~e section properties, varied over a representative yet practical
range. However, the extremely short or the very long specimen was not
considered.
S~ft torque acting on a beam \11 th one end restrained was the only
load~ng.eonditionconsidered. The eombinedbend1ng and torsion case
was reserved for a later study.
~he magnitude of the applied torque was restricted so that the
normal end shear stresses were well under the elastic limit. The
specimens were eventually loaded into the plastic range in the uniform
torelonproject.
9NON-mugOIu.l '10nSIOl>T .Tij11l0RY - SUMMARY
A. Analxtical Development
1. General - Notation
The \tsrping tendency is present in a.l1 non-circular sections su'b-
Ject to torsion. ~he restraint of warping becomes particularly sig-
nif1cant in the case of open sections, such as Wi ~eams.
, ~he original solutions 'i.'or the shat't loading Case were presented
byTimosheDko.(6)(7) A more geneX'al solution was proposed by Goo(lier
, (8)
and liarton. ~hese theories, developed foX' Golid sections, form the
basis for the present stud~ of the behavior of built-up $ections.
One of the ap~ently unavoidable souroes of contusion in tecbnioal
literQt~'e is the lack of a standard yet dcscr,iptive syateIl1 of, nota-,
tion. r~h autbor ana/or editor usual1y adopt~ a special code fOr hl$
paper. When two different articles ara ju;tto.posed, Mme inconsistencies
and contradictions in notations are inevitable.
It was decided, therefore, to 'present each of the two aolutions
mentioned abovain summary forID,modifying each to conform to the same
system of notation. Modifications and. proposed extensions a.lsofollowed
this same system.
2. Timoshenko's Sglution
The basic assu.mptions made, 'besides those common to the elastic
and sIlloll deflection theor1~s, are as £0110'''$:
(1) ~he section is twisted as a uniti i.e., the &4~le of twist of
flange and web are the sa1ll$.
(2) The applied torque is held. in equilibrium 'by a resisting torque
10
made up 01' two parts. namely. the torsional shear torque and
the restraint of warping torque.
, (3) :Bending of the web Btld of each flange about ita weaker axis can
bo neglected.
(4) Lateral deflection o~ the flange due to shear is negligible.
b. Der1yation -SUIl1Ill§r;rl
A fundamental non-uniform torsion problem of a. \.tJj' beam su.bjected
to a shaft loading is, shown. in Fig. 3:2a as Case i. The notation
used is summarized in Fig. 3:1.
The coordinate axes are defined in (a) of Fig. 3:2. ~he top
flango after twist. together with a typical f1anee element. is
depicted in (b);, A typical cross section after twist, defining
tho ~PVlled torque, the torsional shear, and restraint of warping
torQ.\1es•.appears in (c), (d). and. (e). :re6r~lectivelY.
The v~rious steps in the ~imo8henko solution accompanied by self-
explanatory sketches are outlined as foll~ws:
(1) The equilibrium of a flange element leads to equation (2)1 for
:flange shear.
(2) The geometry of disto~tlon relates the flange shear to the ang~e
of tHist 'by equ.e.tio'n (4)1.
(3) The equilibrium equation of torr-ion (6)1' when rearranged. be-
oomes equation (7)1' the differential equation for the angle of
twist.
(4) The general. solution of this differential equation is given as
equa.tion (8)1.
(5) The three bo~~ary condit1on~ b~sed on the assumed physical oon-
s;i.derations are stated as equations (9ah. (9b)li and. (90)1.
11
(a). The three arbitrary constants, A. :8, and D, are evaluatecl by
(8) The un1 t a.ngle of twist, equation (1213.)1' is obtained from the
angle of twist by differentiatiun.
(9) Whe torsional shear or St. VeI'.antts torque is expressed in
terms of the ,~n1t an..~e of twist 'by defir.J.ition as equation
(13a)1·
(10) The restraint of warping or flange bending tor~ue can be
written as equation (14a)1.
(i1) The transverse flan~e shear (vF) is directly related to the
restraint of warping torl\\:u.e as expressed by, equation (100.)1.
(12) The bendin~ moment in the flange is obtained by integra.ting
the shea.r equation. which results in equation (16a)1.
(13) Equation (17a)1 for the bending stress in the flange is based
on the flexure formula.
(14) ~he longitudinal varia.tion of the torsional, transverse. and
combined shear stress at t~e centerline of the flange are
12
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Not Oonsidering Web Deformation
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NOTATION:
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NON-UNIFORM TORSION - Wi SECTION - SHAl'T LOADING
CASE if Ix TIMOSHENKO THEORY
SUMMARY OF DERIVATION
" .
(5) 1
t'l'l'- - EI h- "t
4
EM='o
V F = _dMF
dz.
By Flexure Formula~3
V F = -ELF ...E.-!
'Y d,g3
20 Geomet~y of Distortion
10 Equilibrium of Flange Element
ll'igo 3s2
( f)
M
F
( JDi jF+dMF
V V .
~ z li~j
( c)
t----------------------------------'----.-----------.---'--"' ...
3. Equilibrium Equation ot Torsion
5 yr I _ W 1f III
= -.1:
W
,.. 2 = S
W
t '''' 2?f'- T- r - --W
(Dol~ tor angle of twist)
4. General Solution of DoE.
?f' = A + B 5lnh (rz) + D cosh (rz) + ~z
Timosheriko Theory (continued) 15
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6. Arbitrary Constants
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5. Boundary Conditions
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Timoshenko Theory (continued)
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- - - - - - -l (a) Tor~r:~:Dlhear[-st::":h rCL-z)-l- .
(/5\. -l2K J T I. - cosh (rL) J ,(18)1
(b) Transverse Shear Stress
r1.5 1 T [COS" r(L-Z) ]
(jv)t. =L~ h cosh ""(rL)
-----.---------4
(c) Combined Shear Stress
I
I
I
I
I
------+1..·---·
I'
I
I
(p)
(Top Side)
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HX= 2: SIN llJ
r----L-_-_, ,_
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TRACE - EDGE OF FLANGE 'J'l
AFTER DEFORMATION
tA)
ANGLE OF TWIST
WITHOUT WEB DEFORMATION
(TIMOSHENKO THEORY)
(B)
ANGLE OF TWIST
WITH WEB DEFORMATION
(GOODIER - BARTON THEORY)
ANGULAR DISTORTION
NON- UNIFORM TORSION W F BEAMS
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a. COmParison with ~im9Shepko So+~t1pn
As pointed olltby the authors,'S) the Timoshenko solution does
not permit the assignment of the division of torsional shear and,
restraint of warping torques at eaoh and. This limitation indi-
cates toot some aspects of the problem have been neglected. 'It is
shown that consideration of web deformation is one step towards
the deoired genera.:U ty. However, the scope of the solution is
still restricted and can on~y be applied to a limited number of
~he twisting of the section is geometrically related to the
lateral deflection of the flange in its own plane. Such deflection
implies a non-zero fourth derivative corresponding to some distric-
uted load on the fle,ngewhich ia eupp:Uad by means of the web. The
resulting lateral forces and twisting moments cause the web to form
en S-curve. This web deformation, shown in exaggerated detail in
Fig. 3:513, results in a. reduction in the fla.nge rota.tion D;1' an angle
equal to the web chord rotation. The correspondiXlt!: angular cUstor-
tio.o asoumed in the Timoshenko solution is sketched in Fig. 3:5A.
In the limiting case of a web of ~ero thickness, the flanges
would deflect independently as 'beams without twisting. With rela-
tively th~ck webs the flange twist will approach that of the web.
The web th1cknes~. therefore. influences the quantitative division
of torq.ue.
b. Deriyation ~ Svmm&r~
The notation used in this condensa.tion of the Goodier-Barton
solution is assembled in Fig. 3:3. l'he bade problem.· designated
as Case II, with th~ applicable geometric relationships is pictured
1tl. Fig., 3:,4.,
The derivation of the desired eq\~tions is condensed into the
follO\ti!J.g sequence:
(1) The a.pplica.tion of ba.sic mechanics leads to equations (l):aand:
(2)2·'
(.2) !he ~ometry of distortion combined with'tAe previous equ8,tiQn
results in an expression., (4)2" for nanga shear in terms of
thG angle of twist.
(3) The distributed reactive force (~ per unit length from the
web ,is the load on the flange. as 'expressed by' equation (5)2.
(4) lllqu:1librium of the flange connects the distributed twisting
moment (m)per unit length with the angular distortion as
equation (6)2.
(5) Torsional equ:i.libriwn of the web strip y-ields equation (7) 2.
(6) Consideration of tbe plate aotion of the web strip leads to
equation (8)2.
(7) Con~o11dat1on of the foregoing equations re~ults in two equations,
(9)a and (10)2' in terms of the angnlar distortion.
(8) The restraint of warping torque or flange bending couple iB given
by equation (11)2.
(9) In contrast to the timQshemto solution, the torsional shear
" torque is diVided into the component parts for the web and each
flange in equa.t1'on (14) 2.
(10) The equilibrium equation of torsion in terms of the angles of
twist is rearra.n.ged to form equation (15)2.
,'(11) For convenience, the section properties are comblnedlnto dl~
menslonl.ess constants, as e~tlons (16)2-
(12) .1llquaUone H~)'g and (10)2 can be "rltten as a system of homO-
~l'1Oue 11QeQ,r differential eQ,uat1ons, (17)2 and (19)2-
(1.3)' One obvious solution which corresponds to the unUorm tor~lon '
, ','
,.':...{14) If the exponential forme of the solution are substituted, aiet
, f>t eJ.gel'lrf);lc ·eq\$tiQns (20)2 results ..
(i:s) A trivial solution (21)2 will saUet1 equation (20)2"
. (16) :Sf seiitlne; the det$rm1na~t of the ooefficients equal to zero,
ti'...e Te1ueS' c)f ()..) tor Yhich e, non-trivial solution c&n exist
are defined by equation (23)3-
(1"1). If" the root oor:resPQnd.l:ng to t)le unltorm or s1Jnple torsion
. .
.801ut10n 1s eliminated, the rootB of the resulting quac1l'aUc
equation can be written 6G equation (24)2.
(18) Based on a number of typical computations, the roots become
complelt when the web is sufficiently tbia.
(19) 'or the calS of .real roots,. there are four possible values of
(~).
(20) fhe complete solution tOr ~he angle of twist 1~ given by
equaUon (28)2-
(21) '!he ,arbitrary cOXletants tf,>r (CX) are rela.ted to those lor <'/').
(22) 'l'he complete solution for the web chord rotation 18 expressed
by equ.aUon (31)2 in teras of siX arbitrary constants fet to
be eValuated.
-------------------_._------------------ -_.__._--
NON-UNIFORM TORSION - WF SECTION - SHAFT LOADING
CASE II: Constant Tor~ue, Constant XG, Constant Ely
Considering Web Deformation
GOODIER-BARTON THEORY
SUMMARY OF DERIVATION
-:=~===--,=--===-=======-"".~:=,==-~~--- c:.."-"=--==r=-·~-: =--.:,_=,.::.=c==.c~-c·=;=',· _=_==_=__==,.::._::.._;:;=.:::.=::_===.:co_
NOTATION: . i
TORSIONAL RIGIDITY - S
S .. KG
XW= Torsion Oonstant of Web
xF = Torsion Constant of Flange
K • Torsion Constant of Section
G = Shear Modulus of Elasticity
TORQUE T
T - Applied Torque
TR D Resisting Torque
Ts • Torsional Shear Torque(Sto Venant's Couple)
TW• Restraint of Warping Torque(Flange Bending Torque)
1---- ---------.--.----.-----.---- .. --- .- ...------ ------.----
WARPING RIGIDITY - W
(WF & )
( I-Beams)
I = Moment of Inertia of Sectiony
=2 IF
Y
h - Distance between Flange Centroids
E • Modulus of Elaeticity
ANGULAR DISTORTION
'lJ' = Angle of Twist of WebI.
i
0( D Chord Rotation of Web
fI..JI • Angl e of Twis t of Flange
-(\.II -ex)
e II: Unit Angle of Twist
= dw GO
'-V'dl
--------_.._---..-_.•-. -. --_...-..._---------_._---_.---.-._ .._----_.._-----------_..
q D Distributed Lateral Load on Web and Flange per unit length
m • Distributed Twisting Moment on Web and Flange per unit length
F I G·~ II I - 3: NOTATION - GOODIER-BARTON THEOR!
(6) TOP VIEW - AFTER DISTORTION
x.
y
t- ---------- ,z
L
(a) SPECUtEN - :BEFORE DISTORTION
(c) (d)
Section- N Section - N Section - N
COMBINED TORQ,UE
l' III 1'6 + Tv,
TORSIONAL SHEAR TORQ.UE RESTRAINT OF
-vJARP ING TORQ.UE
Tw
Fig. 3:4 NON-UNIFO~! TORSION OF WF BEM4 - SHAFT LOADING
GOODIER-:BARTON THEORY - CONSIDERING \YE:B DEFORMATION
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NON-UNIFORM TORSION - WF SEC~ION - SHAFT LOADING
GOODIER-BARTON THMORY
SUMMARY OF DERIVATION
. Fig. 3:4
1. Equilibrium of Flange Element
~M=O;
By Flexure Formula~
2~ Geometry of Distortion
- - -Before distortion
- -_ After distortion- Timoshenko '.l!hepr,y
__ After distortion- Goodier-Barton
Theory
Lateral displacement of flange:
. h . 'V h (3)
. X =2 SI n p = 2 r 2-
d
3
x = b. (a) =.n r/#
dz 3 2 d Z 32-
I v F =~ E 7h 0/"'= - E~y h ,,/'(4)2Section N
(g)·"X = ~ Sin -yr . I
f--~ --:--:--1:- ,---~-<><.) I
,h
1
2 '.1 f
I . I1._._.__._......__~_:A ..'
, .1 I
i h:/f:.1'2' ...., iF 1 I
j .'.'
I :::---"-.' . I
t ...
Distributed lateral load per unit length:
~T = 0;
mdz + GKF(y'- 0<..) = 0
m = . - GK F ('¥"- O{) (6)2
(5 )
2
_dv F
<t. = d~
3. Equation of Bending - Flange
4. Equation of Torsion - Flange
I
I
I'
I
IilF' _.... ,
-----------.... r
'.j
I
i
I
( h)
Fig. J~4 Goodier-Barton Tneory (continued) 25
• [Dist.ributed bending J
oouple over height h
m = 6 D w ex.
h
E T=O
Web Strip
(Pure Torsion)
Solution of Plate Problem:
50 Equation:.. of Torsion
Web Twisting Forces
per unit length
I
h I
I
I
(J)
I
I
i
I
I
I
I
I
I 2m + tn = KWG p" (7}21------ ----. -..---------- .--.. --- .--~----.-----------_1
I 6 0 Bending of Web StripI .L I (length dz)
adz lllrDifference of tore ional)
.... ~ m d Z I shear coupl.-e in web
------·-·-~---·-~-·-·---·--·--·----1
(k) -I
mlUz
~ i
-.........E-+---r q,dl! i
i
i[Distributed bending 1
I couple per uni t length J -.
i
I
,
Web Bending Forces
per unit length
3Etw
12(1 -,)-fl)
Poisson I s Ratio
two :: web thickness
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Goodier-Barton Theory ~ontinued)
Fig. 3:4
7. Combined Equations for y- and 0<.
Eliminate (m) and (q) from Equations (5). (6). (7). and (8)
8. Restraint of Warping Toroue - Tw
6 D w 0<.
h .
12 Dw C(.
h
o
=a
9. Torsional Shear Torgue - Ts
Webs
Flange:
O. Equilibrium Equation of Torsion
11. Dimensionless Constants
(14)2
k = Ely .
I 4KG '
•,
6 Dwh
k 4 = KG •
;-------------------,----------,---_._.---_._---..-...."".......~.
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Goodier-Barton Theory (continued)
Fig. 3:4;-----------..----------_._----------------.
12. Simplified Differential Equations for y,r and 0{
(System of homogeneous, linear D.E. 'e with constant coefficients)
o
13. One Solution of Differential Equations
Corresponding to Uniform Torsion:
ex. 0
f--··---·----------·-·-··----··-·----- - ---.-----.-.---.- ---- -.---.---- --- _.. .
14. Set of Algebraic Equations
Exponential forms of the 801ution~
Substitute in Equations (17) end (18):
(k .... ll h2 k)C k~,,\2.h2C,--O3"- - + 2. - .... '"
15. Trivial Solution of Algebraic Equation!
}
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Goodier-Barton Theory (continued)
..-- ,..._~ c_.... ~.__.._...__...... _,
16. Characteristic Equation
Theorem: For non-trivial solutions to exist, the determinant of the
coefficients must equal zero.
Equation (22) defines all values of A for which a non-trivial
solution can eXist.
__. ,_".. -.... • ._~ _~. w._. ·_.__ .•. .. .•_._. . .__• . .•.__ -_.- •....-------
17. Roots of Characteristic Equation
Uniform Torsion solution:
Roots of resulting
quadrat lc:
(A.h)2 = 0
(),.h)2 = ~'[I+\t'1-K2 ]
Combined constants:
K =Z
._-.- _. _. -_._ ..__....__.•_- _._----------_.-._---'-~-,_._---­.~---- -- ------ .._.- . ...-..-..-._._-. -_..__--._..._--_ .....__._-~~,. ----
18. Roots
Roots are real For thick webs
Roots are complex - For sufficiently thin webs
------_.-.._---_._-~-~---,
Goodier-Barton Theory (conti~ued)
19. Real Roots
2 ~ ~
Two real values of A denoted by A, and A ~
Four possible values of A denoted by ± A, and ± A2
20. Complete Solution - Angle of Twist - ~
AI' A2• etc. are arbitrar.y constants.
29
21. Arbi tra.ry Constants for 0{ (Based on those for 1fr )
From (l2b):
Cons tants :k 5 =
K5(:>..h/ - k6 ('Ah)4
k,
2k 4 ( 3022
22. Complete Solution - Web Chord Rotation - c(
30
... 'C • "LoJ1&U iDeam
lfuen the beam is sufficiently long. the effect of flange shear
beoomes lleg11g1'ble. and a condltion approaching uniform torsion
preva.ils at the free end. fhe "long" beam solution has been
·der~ved from tbe GoQdler-13artontheory(8) 8010110wo:
. (23) 'l\he conditions at the fixed end are given as equations (32)2•.
(24) ~h(l angular'dbtorUone are detlnedb;y equations (33) 2 aNi' .
(34)2 when the positive exponen.t1.als are discarded. leavlng
the damping tunctlon~.
(25) At the f't'ee end, the uniform torsion condition is approached
which leads to equatiQIl (35)2•
. (:a6) The boundary conditions at the restrained end are \lsed to set
up equations (36)g. (37)2' and (38)2.
(27) ~he four arb1t~arv constanti are evaluated by solving the four
related equatl0D$, leading to equations (39)2' (4¢)2' (41)2'
and (42)2.
';line angular distortions and the other related fu.notions can now
be eva.luat~d fOT any given specimen. A nume~lcal example has been'
worked out for one speclmen. ~he computa.tions are eumma.r1raed in
Appendix B. fhe results are plot~ed in :lI'ig. 5:14.
NON-UNIFORM TORSION - WF BEAMS - SHAFT LOADING
CASE lIB: "Long" Beam - Considering Web Deformation
GOODIER-BARTON THEORY
SUMMARY OF DERIVATION
23. End Conditions
31
At z • 0: Flange is fixed Y= 0 (32. a)2
" (32 b)r = 0 2
0<.= 0 (32 c)
2
As z ~L. angle of twist approaches a linear function of z,
Positive exponentials must be discarded to satisfy
this condition.
-----_._---_. -----_. __. --.-.._.._._---------_._-----------------_._--_...--- '--'-'-
24. Angular Distortions - Modified Equations
(For complex as well as real roots)
0(.=
(33)
2
(34)
2.
25. Condition at Free End - Uniform Torsion
Torsional Shear Torque Ts ----+ T at end .
.2 - 00;
(35)
2
26. Conditions at Restrained End
f' =0 ;
t'= 0 ;
Ol = 0;
AI + A 4 + A 6 = 0
A2-A1A4-A.2,AS =0
[k'S(Alh)2_k6(Alh)4] A 4 +
[k5(~2h)2 - k 6 (A.{1)4]A e == 0
Actual "Long" beam:
Uniform torsion
solution:
T
= GK :e (44)2
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1. General
A review, of the 1:1. teratiX.;;'s reveals a limited number of er~rimente.l
investigations devoted to the otudy of structural shapes subjected to
Oombined bending and torsion teets'will not be inclua,ed in this
review sin,ce the second extension of this proJect will be devoted to
'that particular phase of the y..,roblem.
An exteusive test program of rolled beams under shaft loading \:Jith
restre.1nt of li3arping was conducted at Leh1€h 'University in 1935. (2)
ROl1ever. no report of a comprehensive invest;lgation of the 'behavior
of built-up structural members under similar conditions llas been un-
covel'ed.
2. tzs@ and Jof*ston - Lehigb Univ~rsitr
In addition to an extensive investigation of the torsional proper-
Ues 01: stru.cturalshapes based on the membranes analogy. tyse and
(2)
Johnston ntwUed the effect of end fixity on the torsional. be-
bavlor.
Twenty-ttl0 specimens racnging in size from 3" to 12" deep I-beams
wi th both ends fixed were subjected to e. shat"t load~ng by means of a.
sl'ecial cable torsion rig. Tile le~th of the beamG varied from 311 to
7211 • while the factor 1'1. (=~) ranged from 0.168 to 4.753.
:Both ends of the specimen \1are "fixf;ldil by means of a. pair of side
stiffener plates welded between the flanges. which in turn were welded
all around to a heavy end plate. Since the ends were twisted in op-
posite directions. there was a point of inflection at the centerline.
:., The test reeul te cheeked the theoretically-compu.ted values quite
l<lel1. as shown by the curves comparing the flange $he~rs. The check
at the center of the specimen appears to be closer than at the fixed
ends. This may be due to tl'~e taot that actua.l 'boundary conditions
weremorecloaely duplicated at the eenter11n~ by virtue of point
a~etr,.
35
lig. 4;1
L. to R.
BOLTED AND RIVETED SPECIMENS
T l-R. T 5-R. T 3-B. T 2-R
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An extensive inve.etigation of the behavior of full-size 1)ul1 t-up
'st.ructural members under uniform torsion was underway at Fr1 tit Engineering
Laboratory in the summer of 1949.(4) Since the initial teste were' kept
in the elastic range, it ws felt that the same specimens could be used in
a second. series of tests desi~ned to study the 'beMv1or of plate girders
under non-uniform torsion, also in the elastic range. A wide variety' of
. "
specimens was madeavai~able for this purpose.
This provt1d to 'be a very economical arrangement from the standpoint of
both time and material. f.W,ny of the same $a-4 gages and level-bar' sup'por~s
could be used in both investigations.. 51hee.peCimens t1TGre all supported in
the same 2,000,000 in-lb. tordon testing machine. Depending upon the
particular circumstances existing at the time tb&t the specimen ·wa.s ree..dy,
the un1forffi or the non-uniform test 'WoUld 'be conduoted first, followed by
the other.
Details of e.ll seven sections \'thich were included in the non-uniform
torsion study are assembled in Table XV:l. The make-up, the manner of
fabrication, and the torsional properties are $~~rized in the G~me
table. Fig. 4:1 shows an over-all view of one bolted and three 'riveted
specimens.
The selections were made with the View of prOViding as wide a range
of torsional constant as possible. The test values of (X) varied from
,4 .
1.86 in. for Tl-R to 17.40 in~ for T5-R, a ninefold increase.
,I' ~:~I ~
!
,
TEST SPECIMENS - SERIES A SHAFT LOADING
.
,....,. ,....,.
~ '--- ,----'
/'"D /'" ) /'" ) ./'" DT T T T" '- '- "-
d:L i
8~S r-- '------,
'-" '-"
OF
- -'~-V
), ./'")
I. ·T
1 '-
SHALLOW GIRDERSTABLE :nL - I
SKETCH
MARK
MATERIAL
T 1- R
WEB fl. 18 II X 3/8 "
..
4 • L 4 X 3J.2 X Y2
T2-R
WEB It.. 18 11 X 3/8 II
4- L 4)(:3~ X Y2 II
2 PL. 9 14 X3/8 II
l:
i
iT 3 - B
WEJIf.. 18" X 31a"
!: I I"
4 - L! 4 x 3 ~ X Y2
i I 3 II
2 PL. 94. X V8
i,
T5-R
WEB It. 18" X 3;8 II
I I!I
4-L 4)( 3}2X ~
I 3 II
6 PL. 9 ~X ~
•
T7A-W
WEB It. 17 .~."X 3~ II
15 112 PL. 9~X ~
T7B-W
WEB It. 17 ~" X 3;8"
"2 PL. 9 ~ x 0/8
2 PL. 8 Y2 X '12 ..
T 9 - WF
18 VF 77
FABRICATION
RIVETED
~II ¢ AT 2 3,411
RIVETED
7/a
ll
f/J AT 2 34 11
(BOTH LEGS)
~OLTED
7/~ AT 2 34 11
(10TH LEGS)
~
I
RIVETED
7/a"~ AT 2 3/4 "
(BOTH LEGS)
WELDED
~WE8 TO FLG.
WELDED
1,4 ~WEB TO FLG.
31'\6 [\.6 AT 12 II
COv. TO FLG.
ROLLED
4.01
4.42
3.83
5.40
5.26
2.35
6.352.35
1.74la.65
19.28
2.43
17.40
! 427.
!
r 5.75
1
" 7.24i;
~" 1.87~
!
i
I
I
I (K)e - INTEGRAL ACTION - NEGLECTING END a HUMP EFFECT - CHANG
(K)O- SEPARATE ACTION - KUBO
ALL SPECIMENS 14 1 - 9 11 LONG AND APPROjMATELY 18 II DEEP
I
TORSIONAL (K)p. 1.86 6.61
CONSTANT
(K)eK - 5.15
(IN. 4) (K )C - 1.24
(K)O 1.56 1.87
-
NOTES (K)A - PURE TORSION TEST - CHANG
(K)C - INTEGRAL ACTION - KUBO
[ .
. ~
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':i TABL'll1 IV - ;:
SUMMARY OF SPEOlME~ CONSTANTS
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Jot
K 1y( Test') a=1 Jj rL h L
I·
Specimen r a= -,
in4 (1n4 ) ( in) (in) h
;
I'
I
I!.
:1
1.86;1 T l_R 50.5 74.0 1.19 17.8 5.0,,'
:,1
1
T 2-R 6.61 91.3 54.1 1.63 18.2 4.9
T 3-13 7.42 91.3 51.2 1.72 18.2 4.9
I '. T 5-R 17.40 198.t> 51.1 1.72 18.9 4.7
T 7a-W 2.35 69.4 88.0 1.00 17.9 5.0
T 7b-W 6.35· 140.6 69.0 1.28 18.3 4.8
T 9-wg 3~e3 88.6 66.7 1.32 17.3 5.1
I
1
.i
,!
I
"
L • 88" a=.b
2
Ely
GK
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Tb,(; designations of the specimens used in this series follow ge:n.-
erally the pattern set in the uniform torsion program. The only n~rk
whieh does not coincide is !3-B, which was T2-~ in the original series.
Specimen T7a-W d.oes not ap;pear in the :published report of the first
tests, but the test results. being available, were incorporated in
this investigation.
For ease of reference, the speoimen n~ber was followed by a symbol,
n, ~, or W, representing riveted. bolted, or welded construction re-
epeoM.vel,-.
3. Fabrication
The effect of mode of fabrication was investigated by testing
3 riveted, 1 'bolted. and 2 welded apeci,mens, as well as eo rolled beam.
In order to reduce the possible variation~ to a mlni~~, ebop fab-
rication procedures were c~refully s;geci:fied and supervised. Details
of the shop equipment usad and th.e technique followed are given in the
Oh~ng and Johnston report.(4)
4. SectionPropert1es
At shown in Table IV:l, there is more than one value of the tor-
sional constant available for each specimen.
(a) ~he experimental value (l)A obtained in the unifor~ torsion tests
was used without change in OOlllpute,tiQn 1111.11 •
(b) ~he computed. va.lue (KI):a propoeedby Chang and Johlu;ton for design
purposes, based on the deVries asswnpt1o~ of inte~ral action, cor-
rected for lOllgitudinal continuity but neglecting end and hump
affects, was utilized in Computation "Bo.
39
(bl,All.other set of: computed values (KI)O was obtained. by lncludini,;
the end at,ld hUlll'P effects to form the basis of Computation ,Ile".
(d)trhe fourth set (1\:S») was made up of cOn.lputed values based on the
assumption of separate actlon behavior.
The daVries a$sumption, as applied to riveted, bolted, and welded
plate girders, is explained in'deta11 in t~ uniform tors1on report. (4)
Illnstratlveexamples are also included.
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c. T~Rt Se$-Wo
1. General Arrm-n1fAffiElnt
Q. ~9ad1nt$
. In order to conform to the ooundary conditions generally assumed
in the analytical solutions, it ~m$ neoessary to provide oomplete
restraint at one end. Due to the difficulty of obtaining the fixed
enti condition, even by means of an elaborate system of welded plates,
it wa$ decided to take advantage.of symmetry.
/:.
~Ti th the speeimen simply supported at both ends by web framing
angles ?nd Gup])orted against twisting bj" flange l~G, a twisti~
moment was introduced at the center using a yoke loaded by Ineans of
suspended weights. A schematic ake'tch of the test set-up is shown
~n Fig. 4:2.
b. lllnd§upuottB
In effect, the end torque ~~s applied by the adapters attached
to the end support plates to two opposite-hand specimens held
l'igicUy a.t the centerline. It 'Ilfas posaibl$ to a.pply the endtorqu.e
by means of the web angleGl, 'by the fla.nge l'Ui1is. or 'by a combination
of the tt'lQ.
c. Inatru[~ntatiqn
Since each specimen was made up of two equal halves, due to the
syrnmetra- of loading, it was dec:ided to umasure strains in one half
and angular distortions in the other. S~4 gages were placed on the
so-called l1 wes t lf half and the level-bel' supports on the "east ll half.
To see that the behavior wa.s as a.asumed. check gages and supports
tfere spotted at selected points in the other half.
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Fig. 4;4 LOADING YOKE. fILlERS. AND 'WEDGES
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2. Lg8Qing A~tu§
a~ Sl'}aC1:f1ca,t~ons
:Based, on preliminary calculations for tr...e contempla.ted te{}ts~
the following specifications for the loading jig were fo~mulate~;
(1) ~lmum end torque D 90.000 in-lb.
Maxi~ applied torque ~ 180.000 in-lb.
(2) ~~i~ angle of twist- LOo•.
(3) ~orque to be applied smoothly.
(4) Torque to be applied in a manner conforming ae nea.rly as
possible to the assumed conditions.
(5) ~o additional vertical ben~ing stress to be introduced.
b. :Oesi~n of L9S.diAAR~g
Several eJ. ternate arrangements were investigated. The use of a .
circular ring girder, as well as a system of pivoted supports at
the centerline. was considered. The pos$1bility of utilizing some
souree of load other tQ.e.n dead weights was thoroughly eXplored.
The load.ing rig finally adopted. was made up of two loading beams
welded to a central yoke, B$ shown in Fig. 4:3. '~he yoke was made
~p ot fo~r stmllow I-beam sections arr~~ed as a rectangular frame.
'l'h.e assembly .was rigidly held together by a pair of adjustable
IIco:Uars" pIe-c.e(l at the top and bottom. 'if-ben the "collars" were
removed, the yoke could be dismantled into two units. A close-up
of the yoke is pictured ip. Fig. 4:4.
In order tOll1a1ntain the section $.t the point of appH.cation of'
th~ torque load, a series of Shaped fillers, each backed by a pair
of machined \Iedges, was inserted 'betwee'n the specimen and the yoke.
,
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~hese fillei:'B. kept ti€;ht at all times. forced the section and yoke
to act together. The loading arms consisted of steel I-beams welded
to tr~ yoke and designed as cantilevers.
c. taxoutand FabriCjatigp.
In anticipation of a possible ten degrees of rotation, the load-
ing arms were laid out with an initial bevel of five degrees in the
opposite direction. The ~orking lines of the beams, when extended,
intersected the centroidal axes of the section.
Th~ points of application of the weights were so located th3t a
practically constant couple arm often feet was maintained through-
out the angula.r movement.
1111e entire frame. as well a13 the various detail pieces required,
was fabricated by the Fritz Laboratory staff. 'lIne units were then
assembled and welded together by a team of experienced shop men.
d.. l?ulle;y Sngport Frame
A nine-inch diameter pulley wheel, with a concentric ball-bearing
race and axle, was mounted on. a pair of angle supports, The pulley
unit w~s tack welded to the top of a welded portal frame f$brioated
from I-beam sections. The fr~ne. in turn, was anchored down to a
he~vy steel base plate.
~wo different types of hangers wez'e used. Section "Aft of Fig. 4':3
shot~ a unit formed by two long rods ~elde~ to the ends of e crosebar.
?:'he contact edge of the bar wa.s machined to :f'it in a. grooved plate
which wa.s tacked to the top of trw loading arm. A flat plate, ~elded
to the lower end of the vertioal rod~, served as a. retainer for the
disk weights.
, At ,the other end, a ~ee-8ba.ped bracket was welded to the top
'of ,the loading beam. A stranded cfible with. standard fitt~ngGl con-,
.neeted the hanger to the loading rig <rfer the pulley wbeel. as
shown in Section II};II.
Over two to~s of weights in the for:». of oircular lead dhks were'
borrowed from the 'l'eeting X,abora.tor;y of the :Bethlehem Steel Com~.
fheae oalibrated disks weighed a little more or a little less' than
thenollinal 100 pounds.
Careful $atcning of the disks made possible the applicatlonof
virtuallt equal weights at each end of the loading rig. These
disks were always aPPlied in the same order for each specimen.
Therefore, the inorelllent of torq,ue was alots known. At the same
time, no additional vertioal bending stress could develop due to
an unbalance of weights.
3. !lndSupport
s.. TorsiQn testing Machine
the Lehigh Univerelty torsion testing machine of 2,000,000 in-lb.
capacity, one of the largest in the world. was used to support the
~peciroens in this investigation. The variouQ details of this special.
, (17)
If-designed and custom-built machine ~Ye been described. elsewhere.'
Since it was not necessary to util~ze its loading wheel in the
non-uniform tor~ion tests, it was loo~ed in the neutral position
and used as a stationary support at t~e uwest" end.
'he l1 eae t" end, where the end support plate is attached to a. box
frame. free to mo.e longitudinally but restrained against twieting,
was used without modification.
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(1) Oonnectiqns
In order to keep the ends of the specimen from twisting
under torsional load, web framing an~l~sand/or 'flange lugs,
welded securely to ·the end support plateSl, were used. !these
connections were designed with suffioient clearance so that an»,
and all of the shallow girders could be insert0d and attached
without difficulty. ~he resulting gaps were effeotivelybridged
by su1ta'blepl2,tes and shims.
~he feet tl~t the torsional shear stresses per sa could not
be introduced at the ends, as specified by the ~imoshenko .theory,
would not 'be serious ina long 'beam by St. Vella.nt· s principle.
Since the speCimens wrerelatively short, the actual end cond1-
tiona wOlud constitute a si,gnii'icant .factor in the interpretation
of the results of this program.
One further deViation from the theoretically assumed condi-
tions vould res~lt fro~ the introduction of a longitudinal friction
force at each lug which is proportional to the flange reaction.
Rere again the effect. being local in extent, should wash out in
a relatively short distance, depending on the length of the beam.
c. TgrguemeteE .'
The applied torque based on known weights and a virtualll constant
dist~..nce was a known quantity. However, an additional check of the
end torQ.ue was kept by recording the strain gage readings of the
specially-built a.nd ealibrp.ted .torquemeter. (17)
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ACo~parison of end torques obtained from the applied we~lts
~d the torque~ter showed good corr~lQt1on when based on a s~~ghtly
different calibration constant. One possible explanation m~bt 'be
that the torque applied during the calibration test of the torque-
meter was oppoaite in direction to that acting in the non-unl~orm
torsion test.
4. anstrlyn~ntati9n
a. §tra1nMea$ursmen~
(1)SR-4 Ga,e s - Nwnberand T:v'R!
The .normal and. nhear stress distribution varying along the
speD. as weU as around the section required an extensive network
of' stralngages. An average of approXimately 70 separa.te gage
readin~li! was taken per 'load increment £'01' each l,;,P8cimen.
Three different tY!~s of SR-4 gages were utilized to define
the etress picture. For normal stresses in a given direction.
a uniaxial gage, A-5, vas selected. Wo evaluate the transver15G
she~r stress combined with one longitudinal normal stress at
a given pOint, a. biaxial gage, A.&.-5. was oriented. at 45° to the
coordin~te axes. To determine the principal stresses and their
orientation at some special point, a triaxial gf'..ge, Al1-1, form-
ing a 450 atr~in ro~ette was used in a few instances.
(2) aaac Location
A t1pical le¥out of SR-4 gages for a built-up specimen is
shown in Fig. 4:5. The gage pattern for ,the solid and welded
specimens was simlle,%'. Ind,ivldU8.1 differences in spacing and,
type of gage were t~[en cere of in the oomv~tations.
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Th~ Mjor stations. I, n,UI, and. V, WElre placed 1 '-lOn
apart along the central portion of the s~. ~. additional
~tation. VI. was placed as aloae to the centerline of the
speaimonas practicable. Station IV. midway between XII and V.
wa.s used only in a limited number of cases.
Transversely on the flange a combination of gages wae placed
at selected positions so as to obtain a measure of both the
normal bending stress and shear stress variation.
Xn the web of built-up specimens the gage stations were dis-
placed a diSta.nce equal to half the lo~itud1neJ. rivet pitch
relative to the correspondlns flange st$t1on, since t(~ holes
in fl~~e and web were generally staggered. At least two AX-6
gages were used at each station to establish the sheal' stress
in the l:1eb.
To minimize the stress concentration factor in the riveted
atlq bolted specimens, the gages on th~ fl~e were located as
far ft'omthe holes as Jjlossil)la while. at the same time. roa.intain-
ing the desired top and underside relationship.
In Qrder to obtain a comprehensive yet related strain record
'-
in one flange, it was deoided to conoentrate all available gages
on the top flange. The bottoD flange. if used. would have pro-
duced similar results since no vertical bending streases were
introduced.
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Fig. 4:6 SET-UP FOR STRAIN MEASUREMENT
(3) \Hrlng
Wire, ~cle up of a aint..:;le stl'rnul of ffl8~ga{;e, tinned, copper
l:Jir~ t·ri th thermoplastic in~uJ.ation, tIe,S used to connect the
eages to the strain indicator. ~he static nature of the strains
a.nd the limited length of leads did. not justify the use of a
shielc;1.ed cable.
ThE3 handling of gag,EH'ii, the soldering of~Jires. the checking
of electrical resist.(1li.ces. ,i),nd the numberiDt;J; oj;' leads follO\:II;ld
the r€!cowmended laboratory practice.
After addi tionalshop work was performed on a gj,ven spe-lci11Jen
for purposes of conversion. it was not always possib1e to re-use
ell the gages since some would be d~~~ged either in transit or
in fabrication. Such losses wore e~perienced, for example, when
a ·bolted girder, after 'being tested, wae sent 'back for riveti.ng
or when cover plates were welded to the flange of a specimen.
(4) S~itchi~; Unit and Indieatgr
Since only static atraiil,$ \<sore being mea-sur.ed, a, CD-lancing
u.n! t \1e.s not required. A simple 96-terminal slt1itching box t'1as
used to connect the gage loads to the st1'ain indicator. An
over-aU viel;] ot' the a.!'ral1~ement is shot:in in JHg. 4:6.
A portable, battery-opera,ted. t electronic-type strain indi-
cator \\'lH~ u.tilized to meaS"I.\l"e the unit strains direct1~r in
micro-inches per inch. The same Young Testing Machine Company
unit\1as cOlll1ected to the specimen :<;a.ges in all teats. A
J,aldwin Type K strain ind.icator measured the to!'tlUe111eter l:rl;rains.
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b. &,ngglar Distortion
(~) Lavel :Bar
A level-bubble unit with a 3-inch gege length has been uaed
in a number of preVious torsion tests.(2) Thepolnts were
see.ted on an adjustable angle, section attached to the support. '.
Th~s combina.t:i.cm provided a 'Wide range \tlh1ch was especially
suitable for the large angles of twist u~ed in the uniform
torsion tests. The. S~ie \tnit. sho\1n schematiea~l.y in ~ig. 4:8b;
was u~ilized in the non-uniform torsion series for reasons of
expediency. To simplify the sketch. the adjustable an~le seat
is not slwwn. For the limited angular distortions introduced.
a modified GO-inch level bar would have increased the degree of
'Precision of the readings. Hc)\.;ever t the readings obtained with
.
the Smaller unit ~ere reproducible. and the resUlts were satis-
factory.
(a) Flane.e
The L-shaped support was tack welded to the top of the
flange along the lon..~itudin,al centerline in all casco. as
shown in Fig. 4:'880.
In specimen ~~-R. howev~r. it was deemed. necessary to
avoid tacking the heel of the flange angles together ~ince
separate action behavior was desired. This was accomplished
by tack welding a Sl.lIall block to the top of the w~b plates.
and then tacking the level..bar support in turn. to this block.
;I .
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(b) ~
It under non-uniform torsion the girder section i$
maintained. then tl1eangle of twist of web and flange would
be the $anJe. Web deformation w111, however, cause the flange
angle of twist to be smaller than that of the web. Attach-'
ment ota level-ber support directly to the web wo~d be
misleading. as sho~n sehematic2~ly in Fig. 3:5. It ,~s de-
cided that a more representative value would be obtained by
basing the eJ1i:;'"Ular measurement on the movement of the trace
of the edge of top and bottom fl~es. An auxiliary vertical
bar. equipped withe. st~p piece at th$ top end, we·a placed
. anq. held against the side of the fla.nges Oil means of elastic
bands. The level-bar support was tacked to this vertical bar.
(3) :Loce.Uon
~ha level-bar supports for both flange and web were uniformly
spaced ,at 11 inches alotl8 the. :longitudinal axis of each specimen.
as Bho\1D in Fig. 4:8a. The first station was set 7 inches from
the cantex'line. ~his placed the SUP1)Ortsapproximately in line
with a. pair of flange connectors throughout the lengt14 in the
case of 'buH t-up plate girders.
Fig. 4:7 shows the author in the process'of adjusting the '
micrometer screw. preparatory to taking a level-bar rending on
the top fla.nge. The lOMing riF, ~Gin ple.ce with disk weights
at each end of the loadine arms. The strain gage leads have
been disconnected. in this photot"lTsph.
5,7
D. :l!l:x:ucrilllcl:!tfJ, Wests
1. $~t LOi:\dim
s •. PrAlirnlPJftU
.After the speeimen was properly placed in. the torsion testing
.machine. the loading yoke we-a fit ted into pod tion. 1'he s tra.1n
gage leads were connected to the switching unit. The level-bar
supports were attached to the specimen. Dial gages were clamped
to their respective supports. An initial load. tlst'Ally made up of
the ~ers and small wei€hts to take· up the slack in the sat-up"
was applied. Initial readings of a few selected gag~e and level
nars ~ere recorded.
b. Load1~
(1,)' 1)rv Run.s
A trial test run was luade by applyil:¥.s the des1&n load in two
st~e£l. taking rea.dings after each increment. Oritical points
were kept under careful QbElervation to detect e.ny weaknesses and
other irregularities. Then the total increment of load was re-
moved. The last readings were checked against the original ones
to pick up any erratlc behavior. This dry run \'JaB repea.ted at
le~,st once mora to lI'shake down" the spec1menas much as possible.
(2) :r&1s! BUJls
Aftsr all foreseeable difficultls$ had been ironed out. a
full Gat of readines was ta~en with the initial load acting. The
design load tilaS applied in about six increments, each followed by
a full set of readings.
'rhe unloading run was usually carr1$d out in t"10 increments.
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Fig. 4:9 SET-UP LATEBAL :BEND TEST
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A check of selected readings was made to decide whether the com-
'plate set of data would be acceptabla or whether the test would.
have to be repeated.
One of the propertie$ of the section which plays an important
part in the non-uniform torsion problem :1.$ the latere],. bending con-
s'tant (/>. the moment of inertia of' the. :f1.an~e about the Y-axis.y
In the a.r$lysis of wide fla.nge beMs, it h a.ssumed that the (Iy>
of the ~~b is ne~1g1bly $mall and, therefore, (1;) can be taken
eQ.ual to one half of' (11') for the section.
The moment of inertia of the fla:tlge can be computed from the
given dimension, but an experimental verification for a built-up
section ~Jas de~ired. Specimen T2-i wasseleeted as a repraeenta-
tive section for a lateral bending test.
Specimen T2-R, turned on its side, was subjected to a. symmetr1-
cal two-point loading while supported at the ends. A view of the
actual test set-up is shown in lHg. 4:9.
A 300,000 lb. hydraulic testing maohine was us~d to apply a cen-
trel load whioh was transferred to the specimen bya distribution
'beam.
A base beam,· made up of two uide flango beams clamped together
resting on the pl~tform of the machine, supported a pair of cast
iron block piers 01' a \1F beam at each end. Suitable plates and
fillers we~e utilized to level up the specimen on these piers.
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c. la$tr~nent§taon -Die.t Gages
In the center portion of the specimen. \lInere a; condition of pure
bending moment existed, 3 pairs of Ames dials were spaced symmet-
rically about the center, a eet against each flange. Jllhe dia.l
supports were clamped to a pair of light but rigid angle trusses
. suspended from outriggers tacked to the centerllne of the flanges
of the specimen at the ends.
d. T~st r7oc~dure
A couple of trial r~s were 'made to check the a.dequacy of the
aet-up and the opera.tion of the gages. An initial load was appl:ied~
and a complete eet of d~ta was recorded. The design load ~as applied
in 7 incrementa \'1ith a set of da.ta for each. After unloadi~. the
corresponding set of initial readings wae compared end found to be
accepta.ble.
e. 9plPnutations
The di~,l readings were plotted ag::l.inst the load and the gra.ph-
teal resulto combined for both flanges to obtain the average de-
flection at each station. ~sed on the well-known ela~t~e relation-
sbips of the deflected C~e. and the average modulus ofelaaticity
for th~ material. a value of (Iy ) based on this test was computed.
f. Wrq.1wat'on
A comparison between test and eorol~~ed (ly). based on t!~ gros$
section. showed a difference of 7% on the low side. ~t was felt
tht:.;t this j1;1Stified the uae of the computed (11 ) in the ca.se of
the. other specimens. although the combination of a test (K) with a.
test (Xy) would have been desirable.
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E. 1Telimins~ryTests
1. General- Tinsion Tesys
Si,f!.Ce thespec1mens. used in 'both phases of the torsion pro'ble.rn.
were the same. it was convenient to use the ph1s1ea1 constants de-
termined in the uniform toreion program.(4)
Standard tension tests we~e .performed on representative coupons.
An a~erage value of 29.5 x 106 psi for the modulus of elasticity and
11.5 x 106 psi for the shear modulus was determined and used in the
subsequent calculations.
2. Tests of Oonnectigps
A study of bolted and riveted connections was also conducted as
part of the first program.(4) On the basis of the recommenda.tions
made therein. a. torquE! of 300 ft.-lbs. tJflS a:p:plied to each high-
strength bolt in specimen T3-B by means of a calibrated torque wrench.
Standard shop practice was followed in the case of the riveted and
welded specimens.
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A. .\ffinerel. Procedure
1. Load Increment
Each specimen was subjected to a torsional load which would insure
elastic behavior at all times. In each case the magnitude of the ap~
;plied torque "'Ta.S limi ted by the maximum lateral 'bendi:og stress in the
flenge at the restrained end. The resulting shear stresses in both
the tTeb and. the flange ""ere rele.t1vel;r 10'1 and did not cont,rol.
Since the properties of each specimen vax'ied over a wide range by
design. the maximumapp11ed end torque differed in magnitude from a
minimum of 36,900 in-lb. for ~l-n to a maximum of 87,500 in-lb. for
In order to have a basia for comparison between the various specimens,
an arbitrary end torque of 4n,OOO in-lb. ws~ selected. and, used in all
the subsequent data reduction and computations.
2. Test Data.Reduction
'J:he over-all 'behavior of the specimens 'being elastic. the SR-4 gage,
level 'bar. a.nd Ames dial readings should £011017/ a. straight line vari-
aUon with load. It was finally decided to plot the increment of read-
ing (R-Ito) aga-ins t the correspond.ing increment of end torque end then
to draw a straigbt line through the points.
The correspond~ag (R-no) reaqing. due to a 40,000 in-lb. inorement
of torque, t1a.s determined ~a.phically and used in the SUbsequent con-
versions.
\f1th the exception of an expla.inable shift of soma readings in the
bu~lt-up. specimens and some irregularity in lightly stressed SR-4 gages,
the teet data. showed goodllnearity.
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B•.OOnyersign and CgmpinatioD
i.Strain M~asurement
a. Conver§~onofS~Beadings
~e conversion procedure, including the transverse ~orrection
. recommended by the manufacturer, was used without modification.
'. ,i>fheconstants, determined by the conventional methods in the first'
'.'. s·erieS. of. tests by Chang and Johnston, (4) were adopted in this ex-' ..
.·.tension.
b. Combination of Test Resul$s
. Wherever possible, 811-4 gages were placed on the topside.and
. underside of the flange opposite one another as shown in Fig. 511.
t.rhe lateral bending stress at the poin t corresponding to the
center of the gages was taken to be the average of the two meas-
'urad normal stresses.
In certain instances two different types of gages were used
at a given' station. For instance, a type AX-5 gage would be used
On the top on the "south" dde to measure both normal and .shear
stresses with a type A.-5 gage on the "northll ·side at the cor-
responding point to indica.te only the bending stress. In some
ca.ses A-5 gages were located along the sides of the flange to
measure the maximum bending stress.
For comparison with the computed values, the average of the'
measured bending stresses on the tension and compression sides
was determined and plotted. The resultan~ of the torsional a.nd
transverse shear stresses in the flange was measured and plotted
separately at each ~5 gage loca.tion.
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(2) Web Gages
For sl!'lf".,ll a..'tlgles of twist, the web is theoretically $ubj~eted
only to torslo",.al shear stresses whieh t~ould be constant in mag....
nitwie sines the \'Jeb thickness was uniform. 'therefore., themeas~
urad shear stresses from gages at and a'bove the oenterline in the
web at a given station we;e eom'bineds and the average shear stress
plotted a.~inst the computed ·theoretical valu.es. illhere t\tlogages
werepo$itionedat the same point but .Qn 0Pl)()u,ite sides of the
veo, . the measured. values were averaged.
·c. .!$.y:ontofCu.x:ves
~hile the a~~lar distortions 1ilel"e determined fox' the eastern half
of each tl>:pecimen. t'aking adva~tage of s,y/ll,1letry, the results in
ter:!'lC of norn:tal and shear stress, an..t.;le and ttntt angle of twist are
all plotted as if £01:' the same eastern half, with the restrained end
at the left as the origIn, and the free end at therlght.
2. AngUlar Distortion
In taking the le.vel-baz··readi.ngs,. thf; micrometer-actuated device
was carefully placed in 'Prepared sea,ts so that the experimental
error in the readings fer a given station would be kept to a mini..
mwtl. The e~e in micrometer :reading (R-Ro) :f'o,ra given increment
of torque loading was plotted. f~rthe fla:n,ge and web at each station.
For the Golidsections. SUM as !9-:\fg &1d Cf7a-W, a contin'l1oustl
straight line could be drawn through the plotted points for each
station. In the case of the buUt-up sections, sno11 asf2-R..
~a-B.and T5-R. the most reasonablo ~~ve appeared to be made up
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--of a.: s€lries of straight, disconnected Dutparallel segments. The
_.a~parent translation of ,the points was not always consistent.
Sometimes the shift \-lould be on the high side and sometimes on the
low side. T~e shift., quantitatively small, would take place under
different loads and extend over different ranges.
: ,-, :~
The~ivets or bolts in the flange tend. to keep the section
acting as a unit. However. it is quite obvious that local adjust--
menta of a. highly irregular nature are taking place -- a. 'bulld-U;p
due to restraint here, a relaxation due to slip there. Th~ flaz{ge
level-bar read.1ngs, in effect. reflect the actual movement of the
outer cover plate at the point of attachment of the level-bar
support. It appears reasonable to expect some shift in the read-
ings which. in turn would not affect the over-all behavior of the
. section. It was found that the increment of level";'ba.r readings,
based on the slope of the straight-line portions for an end torque
of 40 in-kip. gave results which were in good agreement with the
theoretical values.
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Tha geometric relationships utilized to compute the angle of
. twist and the unit a.ngle of twi~t from the level-bar readings s,re
shown in Fig. 5:2.
(1)' Angle of Twist
. In the test as conducted. the free ends were supported a~ainst
twist. and the torque applied at the centerline of the specimen•
. Due to symmetry, full restraint was developed at the centerline.
Since the loading yoke was placed at that point. no a,ngle of
t\':Iist readings could be taken at the centerline. It was necessary
to coopute the angle of twist for thehatf span as follows:
(a) The angle of twist at station (1) relative to station (0)
was assumed to be equal to the computed theoretical value
based on test constants.
(b) The change in micrometer reading for a.djacent stations such
as (1) and (2) for an end torque change of 40 in-kip was·
obtained as Alll and AR2.
(c) The angle of twist in radians a.t station (2), assuming
tentatively that station (1) is stationary. would be equal
AR2 _ ARlto F where F == 3". the distance between supports
points on the level bar.
(d) The actual angle of twist at station (2) would be equal to
the sum of the angles found. in steps (a) and (c).
(e) This procedure wa.s repeated for each of the other six
stations.
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(a) Unit Angle of ~wist - Test Data
The unit a.ng~e of twist for both the web and the flange was .
computed from the test data as follows:
(a) The change in the micrometer reading corresponding to the
end torque increment of 40 in-kip for both stations (1) and
(2)· was divided by the gage length (If) of 31t •
(b) T!ie different between these values gave the relative change
in angle of twist ('¥1-2)betto,een the tt<10 stations.
(c) This difference, when divided by the distance (0) between the
stations. was considered the unit angle of twist. (el-a) for
. a point midway between the two stations.
Cd) A simila.r procedure was followed for each of the other sta-
tions.
(e) The initial point on the unit angle of twist curve was
assumed to be equal to t~~ theoretical value of zero since
no reading of the angle of twist at station (0) was available.
(f) The final value on the measured curve was at the point midway
betl'Jeen stations (7) and. (8). It was noticed that contrary
to the assumed end condition, there was a slight rotation
at the end. This 1!fas attributed to the elastic and in-
elastic rotation of the end support pla.tes which. in turn.
were attached to a. torque dynanometer at the east end and
to the main shaft at the west end.
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(3). Unit Anela of Twist - Curve Data
An alternate me.thod of computing the unit aniSle of twist
was available. Using, the angle of twist curve drawn from the
plotted level-bar reading. an adjUsted value of the change in
micrometer reading was obtainable for each station. Thedif-
ference in these readings at adjacent stations could be used to
compute the unit angle of twist at a point midway between the
two stations.
Since the original test data would. in effect, be ironed
out in this procedure, the resulting unit angle of twist values
would plot as a. relatively smooth curve. This curve 'l.'1ould. be
an improved version of the graphical plot based on the test
data.
In the swnmary curves. the unit angle of twist was re-
produced instead of the angle of twist. since the variations in
the unit angle at the end are more 'Pronounced. It was decided
to indicate the spread in the measured data by plotting the
computed unit angle of twist values based on the test data as
outlined in Part (2).
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C. Properties of Sections
1•.Torsion Oonstant (K)
As indicated in Table IV:l, it 1s possible to have several computed
values of the torsion constant, depending on the assumptions made and
the number of secondary effects taken into account. The computed values
(~I)~' (X1)o' and (Ks)n mentioned in this report are explained in
Chapter IV, Section B.
Several sets of calculations were initially made, using different
combinations of constants, to determine the over-all effect on the
stress distribution and angular distortions. In general, these computa-
tions confirmed the theory as to the effect of changing the value of
(K). ~he lateral bending stress, the torsional shear stress, and the
unit engle of t~ist, all increase as the torsion constant decreases,
other factors being equal.
In the final analysis and sUJllmary curves comparing experimental and
computed values, Computa..tions ffBIt and nO" based on (K1):e and (ICI )0
respectively, were superseded by Computation "An using test constants.
This would provide a logical. consistent basis for evaluating the
validity of the various theories.
The upper limit of stress and distortion would be eet by the separate
action constant (KS)D \~hich was used later in the study of the effect
of variable (K) along the span.
2. Lateral 13endiD€ Cons tent (ly )
The constant (Iy ) can be computed for a built-up section in a number
of ways. depending on the'assumptions made and the factors considered.
The lateral bend test of specimen T2-R checked the computed value, based
orl gross section. reasonably ''1ell. I t was decided to assign the calcu-
lated value based on the same assumptions to the other specimens.
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D. ComPutations - Timoshenlto Theory
1. General
The assumptions, the set-up of the differential equation and the
so~ution for the angle oft\oTist. are summarized in Chapter III,
Section A, Article 2•
. b"'or comparison 1-'lith experimental values, it leas decided to use
Computation "AD based on test constants as the logical standard.
2. Discussion of Results
a. Grouping
li10r purposes of comparison and analysis. the specimens are di-
vided into two groups. Group (I) is made up of specimens Tl-R,
T7a~\'I, andT9-WF which are essentially ilsolidll sections. Group (II)
includes the rema.ining specimens which are "built-up(l sections.
No question exists as to the integral action of the rolled sec-
tion, T9-WF, which was used as a cdterton by which the experimental
technique was evaluated. Specimen T7a-W is also a solid section
since the continuous double fillet weld connecting the flange plate
to the web eliminated the possibility of relative slip. Specimen
TI-R was designed and analyzed assuming separate action behavior
1I1hich meant that each flange angle could slip relative to the web.
In other words, the specimens in Group (I) could have but one value
of (It) throughout its length. Furthermore. each of the specimens
in Group (I) did not contain str~ss raisers such as holes, disconti-
nuities, and other irregularities.
On the other hand, each of the specimens in Group (n) could con-
ceivably have more than one value of effective (K) due to the possi-
bilityof relative s.lip. In addition, each of the four sp~cimens
bad stress raisers oione type or another.
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b. J.lTprrnal Stresses
The resu! ts are shown gr&phically in the uExperimental ve.
Computed II curves dra~nl for each specimen and assembled in
Appendix A.
~lhe following results were observed:
{l) In general, the measured normal stresses compared favorably
with the curve of computed. values over the whole span.
(2) The measured values in Group (1) specimens were consistently
lower than the Computation lIA" values, \olhile those in Group (II)
specimens were slightly higher than the corresponding computed
values. This difference in measured stresses might be attrib-
uted to a combination of the following factors:
(a) In the event that relative slip between angles and plates
occurred, the measured stresses would tend to increase,
since such adjustments woUld be eQ.uivalent to a reduction
in effective (K).
(b) The flange holes in speciml;1nS T2-R, T3-:B, and t.i:5-R would
produce stress concentrations in the immediate vicinity of
the holes. The SR-4 gages were located as far from the ad-
jacentholes as practicable, the center-to-center distance
being 1-3/4 inches. The hole effect would be constant and
qUite small at the gages. However,the clamping action of
bolts and rivets heads would be difficult to predict.
(c) The location of the neutral axis of the flange at a point in
line wi the pair of holes ,,,ould be affected by the loss of
section on the tension side. !l\his shift \1ould affect the
pattern of stress variation across the section.
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(3) The most noticeable difference between measured and computed
etr~sses developed nelU' the free end of Group (II) specimens.
where the experimental values were somewhat higher than the
Timoahenko theory would ind.icate. This "humpl1 was totin4 to .
be caused principally by web deformation. Modification No.1."
and. the "finitel' beam solution, both based orf the Goodier-
Barton theory, provided a closer check of the measured values~
Tho former method, designated Computation "It", is explained
131 detail in Section E, while the latter, called Computation
oJo, is covered in Section F.
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,.c. Shear Stresses
'" ' U)'l'ransyerse .Variation
~e assumed variation of shear stress over tbe cross-section
of, a built-up section subject to non-uniform torsion 18 shown'
graphically in Fig. 5:3.
I,· :
..
.;, .
r .'
. ..' ,
, ,."
The torsional shear stress pattern 1s based on the d~VrleJ:l"::",
'. assumption: (10) integral action betwe~n the outside rlvet'~~;:::":
',; : ..
lines in the flange angles combined with separate action benav-·~:
.' '.lorover there.at of the section. Fig. (a) depicts the as!3~
torsional shear stress distribution across the top and underside
of the flaDge, as well as the variation across the vertical Elide
of the flange angle and the web. As the accompanying formulae
indicate .. the magnitude of the computed shear stress varies~ ,d1-
rect1y as the effective thickness for a given torsional shear
torque•.
In specimens 'la-B, f3-B. and T5-R. this led to the situation
in which the shear stress outside the rivet gage lines would be
larger on the underside than on the topside of the flange •.
As developed by St. Venant, the torsional shear torque can
be pictured as being made up of a series of couples formed b.1
resultant shear forces per unit length which follow a tip-to-
tail procession around the section.
The flange shear (V) which makes up the restraint of warping
torque \!till be assumed to act on a modified rectangalar section
formed by the cover plate and the out-stand.ing leg of the nange
angles. The transverse shear stress variation. along the top and
underside of the flange would then follow a parabolic pattern.
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as illustrated in Fig. (b). The direction of these shear
stresses would be the same at every point.
The resultant shear stress, obtained by combining the tor-
aional shear and transverse shear stresses vectoriaJ.ly, w11l vary
,over the section. as shown schematically in (c) • Due to the 0..1£-.
, "': ~.' I·' "
ference in the thicknesses of the component parts and the vari-.
able direction of the stresses, there would be no comparable cc>m-"
bined shear stress values except a.t points of symmetry in the
flange. The web shear stresses would not be changed from t,ne
torsional shearstresB value.
(2) Longitudinal Variation
Since the ratio of the torsional shear torqne to the flange
bending torque varies along the span. the resu! tant shear stress
along any given longitudinal line would. also vary. In order to
show this variation, the experimental VB. computed shear stress
curves were drawn for the long!tudlnal line which had the largest
number and, therefore, the best distribution ofAX-5 gages. In
the case of the flange, this line was usually near the edge where
the combined shear stress was relatively small. In the web, the
gage reading at and above the centerline was averaged at each
station.
(3) Shear Str§ss- Oomputation ~A"
~he resultant transverse and longitudinal shear stress vari-
ations in the flange and web were computed for each specimen
according to the Tlmoshenko theory. using test constants. The
measured values were plotted ~d the results compared. The
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measured and computed longitudinal variations along the selected
line at top and underside of flange are shown graphi,callyfor
Elach specimen. Similar curves were drawn for the we9. These. ,
. i .
, '
, curves are assembled in Appendix 4.
'Inspection of the curves revealed the following:
(a) The measured shear stresses checked the computed values,,"
. reasonably well. considering the relatively 10\'1 level of '.
a·tress•.
(b) A limited number of gages behaved erratically. producing
,a .scatter which eould have been caused by a number of ir~
regulari ties.
(c) The measured shear stresses showed a noticeable tendency
to drop ,in value near the free end. This behavior cottld
not be predicted by the Timoshenko theory. However.
Computation "S" based on Modification No. lsholled, a
.'marked improvement in this respect.
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(1) Web ys. Flaage B,hayiQf
According to the Tlmoshenko theory. the angle of twist of
the flange and web should be the same at 8:D.'1 point. since the
section deforms as a unit. The measured values. when plotted.
indicate that the flange does not twist as much as the web.
A. typica.l ItExperimental va. Oomputed Angle of Twistf' cUrve,
dra.wn for specimen '.l'9. is shown in Fig. 5:4.
The difference in the behavior of the web and flange,'
predicted qualitatively by the Goodier-Barton theory. varied
along the span. being more noticeable neer the free end. The
make-up of the section also influenced the magnitude of the
divergence. In general, the Group (II) specimens showed
slightly larger differences between flange and web angle of
twist than those of Group (1).
(2) Oonmutation dAB
Due to the limited effective length of the actual specimens,
it was not possible to apply the available theories as a direct
cheek on the measured values. It was noticed that an average of
the web and flange twists compared favorably wi~h the Oomputation
flAP values, obtained from the Tlmoshenko theory using test con-
stants, except near the free end.
(3) Shear Correction
In the derivation of the !imoshenko theory it was assumed
that the lateral deflection of the flange was due to flexure
only. As the span length decreases. however. the effect of
shear becomes inereasinglyimportant.
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A shear correction formula. was proposed byIq$e and\"
,Johnston(2) foreteel beams under non-uniform torsion•. \\~~~:<~~
case of a beam fixed a.t one end a.nd free at the other. ~hi"s If.-\ \'~" ,.,
, ,tor is expressed as follows:,
2
Shear correction. 1. + 0.74 .9i
II
(5.1)
where b • width of flange
L • leugth of span
Applied to specimen T9-WF. as tested. the angle of twist
would be increased by about 1~., Obviously., the .specimens .in
, this program w~reof such proportions that shear deflection
'could be neglected.
3~ 'Unit Angle of Twist
(1) Web ya" FlaMe 1!ehaV1gr ~
"1'he measured values for both web and flange were plotted,
a.gainst the Computation "All vS.1ues for each specimen and are
assembled in Appendix A._ These results are summarized in Fig.-
5:5 and 5:6 for Groups (I) and (II) respect1vely~-
The remarks made in the preceding sec tion about the angle
of twist can be applied to t~ Unit angle of twist since the
tw are di~ectly related. The web values were slightly larger
than those for the flange in each specimen. fhe longitudinal
variation of the average unit angle for web and flange compared
reasonably well with the computed values. except near the free
end where the test results showed a decided downward trend.
(2) End Condition
The actual end support could not be arrange to duplicate
exactly the conditions that are assumed by the theory; namely.
L = Ss"
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that torsional shear stresses exist and are distributed over
the section at the end. In these experiments the resisting
torque at the free end was made up almost llfholly of the flange
shear torque ( 1'W> since the .flange was maintained in postUon
against twisting by lUGS. This would mean that the torsional.
shear torque ('1'5) was quite small. Since the unit angle of "
. twist is proportional to ('1'~). it would approach zero at the •. ,
,;. free end. 'By St. Venant' s principle, there would bea re-
, ,
adjustment of this condition within a short. distance at the
end which would result in a division of torque more in line
wi th .the theory in the remainder of the span.
This deviation from textbook behavior was further aggra-
vated by the fact that the specimen was actually quite short
since only half of the 14'_Sn over-all length was used. The
length to depth ratio was approximately 5. The rL or L/a
~atl0 varied from 1.0 to 1.7 for the specimens as tested.
It was decided to utilize the measured angular distortions
asa basis for Computation uRtJ which will be explained in
Section E.
;,' .
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E. OOm'OUtation II,Ii" - Modi£icatipA lip. 1
l~ General
,a.' PreliminarY
,An ,inspection of the measured normal stresses compared to coin-
":'Puted, values (lAt!' based on, the Tlmoshenko theory sh~wep. ',that there
>;1;$s, a. decided devia-tionof measured values on the high side near , :
...... ,'.,. " .'
,:,:the ,free end•
. :-... , .; ,"
~h1s "hump" effect was quite consistent> and .se-feral
~),at~~'~tsweremade to explain this deviation. One such theory,
,-./,
herein designated as Modification ,No. 1,< was found to give satis-, '
fac:tory results.,
b•. AssumptipnB
,''!'he, torsional shear torque (fa) was divided into its:- two com.-'
"ponent parts, (TS)W' tor' th~ web and (~S)F fo~ the two flanges.:'::"
Since (TS) was equal to lCGe, the revised expression was written '
as follows:
",
(5.'2). '
where XVi • torsional constant of ,web
and xl. torsional constant of one flange
In order to utilize the test (X), the available computed (X)
was modified as follows:
Web: (5.3)
'F
FlAna "l (....E,) • 6} {It 1 copm.
"-"be: . 1(;1 '~fest '(Tr) ,
A compo
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,0. Procedure - Normal. Stress
The sequence of steps taken to obtain the flange bending .stresses
,is outlined below and shown diagrammatically in Fig. 5:7.
W F .The experimental values of e and e at each substation were re-.
"';' ,
f,corded.and used to compute the actual (TS) for web and both flanges
::'\:,at the point.
;'1, ','
Not~ng that the un! t angle of twist takes a gradual but decided
. drop near the free end, it was assumed that the curve of e for "both
, web:aP,dflange converges to zero at the end,. as shown in. (b). . This
';~$UlI1ption: is in line with the actual end conditions, sincathe 'e:ru,1
, ,~
torque is introduced by means of flange lugs and not by' surface'
. shears.
The restraint of Warping torque (TW) waS then computed for e~h .
.substation as the difference between the applied end torque (T) ,and'
the sum of the torsional shear torques (TS>. At bo th the res trained
and free ends, ('1'W) was set equal to (1') since the unit angle of
twist was theoretically zero at both points, as in (e).
The flange shear (V) at each SUbstation was computed by diViding
the corresponding (TW> by the distance between flange centroids (11).
A smooth curve connecting these computed points resulted in a curve
of flaDge shear (V), sketched in (d).
Recalling the fundamental relationship that the change in bending
moment between any two points 1s equal to the area under the shear
curve between the same two points, the area under the (V) curve
between substations was computed assuming trapezoidal areas. Start-
tug at the free end where the bending moment was assumed to be zero,
the flange bending moment at the successive stations was computed as
the cumulative sum of the shear curve areas and plotted in (e).
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The flange bending stress curve was found from the flexure
formula,. using the proper lateral distance/for comparison with
measured stresses from·SR-4 gage ·readings •
.:,d.· Prgcedure - Shea.r Stre§s
l'he combined shear stress was computed from the measured unit
angle of twist values. At each substation the torsional shear
torques for the web and each flange was based on the experimental,
.utlit angle of twist and the proportioned torsion constant from
. equations (5.3) and (5.4). The restraint of warping torque and
the related flange shear were determined for an applied end torqUe'
of 40 in-kip.
The torsional shear s-tresses in the web and at a selected line -
in the flange were oomputed, based on the applicable thickness.
The transverse shear stress at- the same point in the flange was
derived from the parabolic variation based on the flange shear.
'fhe combined flange shear stress and the -web shear stress were
plotted at the respective SUbstations, through which points a curve
designatedOomputation oR" was drawn.
e. typicfY; 'Qonmutations
A set of typical computations for both normal and s~ar stresses,
based on Modification No.1, is included in Appendix B.
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2~Diecu!§~9nofResy.lh
a. Ngrmfl Stres@e&
. 'lhe lOD€itudlnal variation of the l.ateral bending stress in
,,<the flange, obtained from Computation "HI' based on test e, was
plotted on the same "EXperimental va. Oomputed 0- n sheet with
. Oomputation "Au for each specimen, assembled in Appendix A.
~nemeasured stresses are plotted again~t the corresponding
·Compute.tion lIRtf curve t:or Group (X) and Group (IX) specimens in'
~ig. 5:8. and Fig. 5:9 respectively.
In the Case of the "solid" section specimens of Group (I),
the over-all check was good with the measured values 'slightly on
the low side. For the built-up sectionso£ Group (II), the us~
of Computation PH" in place of Computation "A" resulted in a marked.
improvement over the, whole span except for the welded speCim~n .
~7~b. Unfortunately, some of the flange gages on this specimen
were apparently daJl1aged., and only a 11m!ted number of measured
values were available.
The troublesome hump in the measured values near the free snd
was neatly matched br the Computation "H" curve. It seems logical
and reasonable to oonclUde that one of the major factors which
a.:f'feots the actual stress distribution throughout the span is the
readjustment ln the division of torque near the free end.
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'..b. Shear· S~resses
Oomputation lIau values, defining the longitudinal variation
of the combined shear stress in both the web and the flange, were
. plotted with the corresponding Computation "All curves for each
, .
'·specimen. Representative curves of experimental VB. computed shear
·~tresses in web and flange are summarized in Fig. 5:10 and 5:11
for, Group (1) and Fig. 5:12 and 5:13 for Group (11) specimens •
. Due to the low range of stress involved, the measured values
are sens!tive to irregularities, the iIlfluence of which is r~
fleeted in some of the readings. In general, the check ovet' the
whole span was good. Computation "H" produced the characteristic
drop in shear stress near the end which was an iinprovement over
the results from Computation "AR. This development reinforces
the concept that the actual stress distribution is influenced by
the readjustment in the division of torque near the free end.
However, in the usual plate girder, the resultant maximum shear
stress will not be affected a.dversely.
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F. Q9nrput~tion "1 11 - Gogd1er-13arton Th~orY - (ULgpgll ;Beam)
l~ G~neraJ,
a •• AssumRtions
(8)As stated by Goodier and Barton, the Timosbenko solution
is not sufficiently general to permit the assignment of the pro-
lX>:s'tion of St. Venant I s torsional shear torque (TS) and torque of
the flange shearing foroes (TW> a.t each end.
Consideration of web deformation extends the theory to thJ,mier
webs and permits the satisfaction of more general end conditions.
However. it is further sta.ted that all end conditions Cannot be
satisfied by this theory.
b.Dj!ruati0Q and SUmm&Jr
The development of this extension is outlined in Chapter III,
Article A. Section 3. The general expressions for the angle of
twist ('f) of the web a.nd the reduotion (0() in the angle of twiSt
of the flange in terms of the section properties are summarized.
The case of the so-oalled "long" beam, in whioh the angle of
twist approaches a. linear function of the longitudinal distance .
(l.e., the torsional shear torque approaches the uniform torsion
va.lue), is also included as Part o.
c. NwnedQ~l1iimm.uJ.e; :r 9-iii
To investigate the effect of web deformation on a typical spec-
imen, the 18 WE 77 rolled beam was selected for analysis. Fol10w-
ing the procedure outlined, the angle of twist of both web and
flange was computed assuming a "long" beam. The computations are
lncluded in Appendix.:B. The results are shown graphically in
Fig. 5:14.
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lor com~18on, the corresponding values based on uniform tor-
, ,ston and ontke lJ!1mosp.eDko theory. as well as the actual exper1-
, m(tXltal values, are plotted.
, "
'methods, are collected in Fig. 5:15.
,d. !iyaluaUgB
,The ~1t angle of twht curves indicate that the value based cui '
the nlongll beam theory approaches the uniform torsieR constant' and
is ,apprecia.bly higher than the results 'based on Timoshenko f s tbeoq
'·of the mea.sured values. It is qUite apparent that the conditions
,'as~umed in Compu.tatlon 111 ft are :tar tram realized. The limited
lell&th of t1le speciIl1Gn tested does not permit the full development
of the theoretical torsional 9hear strese $t the ends.
~he difference between computed angles of twist for flange and
web is appreciable, especially near the quarter point. !!'he "long"
beam theo17 &£sUJnes the gradual merging oitha twist curves for web
and ila.rJ.ge at the free end, as is olearly Elhow by' the curves.
These curves are not intended for direct compar1son with the ex-
perimental results. However, they do indicate the relative~
nttude of the actual differences to be expected. On this basis,
the test values appe~ to be reasonable.
lOOb
2. Computation IIJII - t1l!~inite/l Beam
a. AssUIDutions
In this case the beam flp..r.ges are rigidly attached at both ends
to plates which ere assumed to remain normal to the axis. The
beam is twisted by torques applied to the end plates, which rotate
, '
by equal amounts in opposite directions relative to an origin at
the center of the span. Since the deformation will be antis~
metrical about the plane of the center section, the angle of twist
can be taken as an odd function of z.
The resulting equations (45)2 and (46)2 defining the angular
distortions are summarized in Appendix B. The assumed. bO"..lndary
conditions are given as equations (47)2'
b. Procedure .
The three physical condi tiona lead to three e-qu.ations in \'lhich
the three arbitrary constants are expressed in terms of the end
,angle of twist. The relationflhi~ between this end angle of twist
and the applied torque can be found by use of the equilibri~~
, equation of torsion. ~~e arbitrary constants can now be evaluated.
Substitution of these constants in the appropriate general ex-
press ions will lead to the theoretical angular distortions and
stress condition.
c. Numerical Example; T9-WF
A typical set of comf.utations for specimen T9 is included in
Appendix B. The section constants are based on available test
values used in Computa.tion IIAIi. The results are plotted in
Fig. 5:14. and Fig. A9:1.
lOOc
d. 1.ilvaJ.uation
Similar computations have been made for specimens TI-R a.nd
T2-B. The compu.ted flange bending stxoess has been: plotted on
Yigures AI:l and A2:l respectively.
Campa.Tison t1.1 th the measured values indicates that considera-
tion of web deformation yields a better check than the Timoahenko
Ml:ut1on. The imrZOVGIllent is most noticeable in. the case c£
specimens with appreciable differe.nces.of flange ancl web twist
angles. The choice between the two available solutions should be
based on practical' considerations. Since the maximum flange bend-
ing stresses affect only a limited portion of the bea.m. one \<JOuld
be justified in using the a.llowable va.l.uesfor .secondary stresses
in design. The imports.noe of the Inember and its deviation from
normal dimensions should be weighed against the relative com-
plexi ty of the fillite beam. solution compared. to the !imoshenko
solution.
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G. V"arfB.bJ,e ,('xl ModiflcatioA No. 2
1 •. Peneral
\ .~. ,PrelimiM.rY
, ,.1,
4 comparison of experimental results for the specimens in Group
( I) and Group (II) indica.ted that there wass distinct dUferencEl
. 'i;n. 'behavior between "solid" sections and built-upsections•.
',." ~late girders made up of angles and/or pla.tes bolted, riveted,
,
:":.qr welded together can be of variable sections if the cover plates
,~",a.re of' different lengths. Where the section changes, then both
the lateral bending constant (Iy> and the to,rstonal constant(K)
, would have an abrupt change.
In the case of full-length, cover pla.tes, it is possible to have
a variat1?n in (X) without a corresponding che.nge in (17). The
torsion constant (ltx' assumes lntegre.l a.ction insured by intra-,.'
surface friction between the outside gage lines, modified for
longitudinal continuity if necessary.
If for some reason. such as a decrease in bolt tension, the
elements no .longer act integrally, then the effective torsion con-
stant would approach the separate action constant (Is). Another
possible basis for a. cha.nge in effective (X) would be introduced
by a change in the longitudinal rivet pi.tch. The lateral bending
constant w01'ud not be affected in either case.
I
b. C9Ad! tioQ§
In the specimens tested in this program, all controllable vari-
abies were eliminated or kept to .~ minimum. The make-up of the sec-
tion was constant. The spacing of the connectors vas the same
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:. ,throughout. Riveting t.;as done under controlled shop conditions
,.lith special supervision. All bolts were tightened manually by
means of a calibrated torque wrench to the same value of 300 ft.-lb.
torque.
Some variation in (X) was unavoidable, however, at the free
,.ends since the elements are not forced to act together outside the
f'irstpair of connectors. This build-up was retarded by the rela-
t.ively long end distance of 4-5/8 inches in specimens 1l2-:R. T3-B.
a.nq. T5-R.
It seems reasonable to assume that full integral action will
not be developed at the, first rivet line and that the transition
may require several pairs of rivets, as indicated in Fig. 5;160.,
,A simplifying approximation might be made by assuming a straight
line variation of (K) over the end. portion as shown in Fig. (c).
c. Unifotm Torsion Case
Assume that a built-up member with such an actual variation of
(K)1s 'subjected to a constant torque (Il) without restraint of warp-
ing as in (d). The unit angle of twist (6 • fG ) would be constant
and inVersely proportional to the value of (I). as shown in Fig. (.g).
It is theoretically possible to have sharp transitions in (a) under
the~e conditions.
Since the unit angle of twist is equal to the rate of change of
the angle of twist. the slope of the (tI') curve will be proportional
to the ordinate' of the (e) curve at the same point. The ('/') curve
will be made up of three straight-line segments. as shown in Fig. (h).
No discontinuities in the {\f> curve are pb;vslcally possible. but.
cusps reflecting changes in slope at points of changing (K) may exist.
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The total angle of twist of one end relative to the other elid .-
:Would include the over-all effect of the variation in (X). Com-
parison with the theoretica.l total ("I') based on constant (ItI )
would give a quantitative measure of the effect of the reduction
~n (K) at the ends.
In order to obtain a more precise check. it would be necessary
to measure the angle of twist at a large number of carefully
selected stations along the span from end to end. A large number
',,\
of SR-4 strain gages spaced along the centerline of the web would
also help to define the transition zone between (XI) and (KS).
Once the experimental technique had. been. checked on this spe-
cially designed specimen. then the process could be applied to·
specimens as actually fabricated to evaluate the effect of end (IC)
variation.
No experimental data that could be used for this purpolile was
available. It is hoped that further tests can be arranged to 1n-
vestigate this factor in greater detail.
.2.-Npp...uni{orm Tox:sion - Variable (1) - Mqdif~c!!:t!gn No, 2
a..~§$umpt19ns
~n the case of a plate girder with a definite variation of (X)~
. $ubJect to a shaft loading torque with restraint of warping, t$Zl
. e.xten§1on of the ~imoshenko thElory wUl be required. No analytical
tr~atment of this condition was fOUD.d in the references consu.l,ted•
. : ,1'" Asawne that the variation in effective (K) is as shown in1i'ig,.
'S:l7b: constant (XX) over the portion AB and oonstant (KS) over'>.
the r.emainder 130. Although the effect of a variable ,U,> COuld';b~"',::
. ..
raMoUy included, thiefe-ctar w111 be asaw:ned constant over the·
: 'l'1hole .span in order to focus attention on the effeot of vartable ·.(t)~
~he general expression for the angle of twist in the fimoehenkc:ll'
'.' theorY. neglecting web deformation conta.1ns three arbitrary constants';
A,13•.Md D. It w111 be necessary to set up three condi tiona,Usually
at the boundaries, in order to eve-luate these constants. Since there
are· two segments in this ill~stratio~, siX conditions in all will be
. required.
(1). At the restrained end (Z .. 0), the angle of twist ('l/J) is
obviously Z\:lro.
(2) Also at the origin (Z • 0), the rate of c:l'J2:nge of the angle of
twist will be zero.
(3) At the free end (Z • L), the lateral bending moment ttl) in the
flange 111111 be zero slne~ it 1s simply supported at that point.
Since (~') is a function of ('I"L the latter can be set equal
to zero at this po~nt.
(C) FLEXURAL CONSTANT
ASSUMED VARIATION
(D) LATERAL DEFLECTION
(TOP OF FLANGE
A FTER TWIST)
FIG.5:17
NON-UNIFORM TORSION
VARIABLE K
MODIFICATION NO.2
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(4) Consideration of the physical deformation picture indicates that
there should be no points of discontinuity or cusps in the an~le
Of twist curve. The angle of twist in the range considered 1s
directly proportional to the la~eral deflection of the ~lange
nates to the ,(9) curve to the left and right of :B 1t!Ust be equa.l.'
'rne condition of' continut ty which. a.pplies is indicated in
Fig. (f). .A.lth<>ugh no disQontinult1es can exist in this curve.
s. cusp ind1catins a change in the unit angle of twist a.t J; will
result. 'Since the torsional. shear torque ('1'6) is equal to lae.
the slope of the (e) curve at B will be inversely proportional
to the effeetive (K). .As a. result. there will be a sharp break
10. the (Ta' curve. the (1'W> curve, and the flange shear curve.
a.s shown in Fig. (g) and (ll).
(6) The flange bending moment is obtained by integrating the flange
shear curve. Although the slope varies, it would. be a pl\v's1oal
impossibility to have a. discontinuit;r in the (MF) curve. There-
tore,the last condition 1s tha.t the moment to the lett and right
ot point B must be equal, as in Fig. (i).
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,c. lilWM1i1oP. of kbitrarr90llstante
, 'tlIh&l31stem of coordinates and the notation usd .aJ:'e shown in
j.ig.6:198,. $ubeor1pt (1) h used in segment A:8 and (2) ~n
..'\ ..
'segment ,:BO. Segment AB extends from z • 0 to II: .. iIi, where (g)
~s some arbitrary' fractton.
, :B3using the siX conditions este,bl1sbed in part (b) of this
. section, the six arbitrary constants can be evaluated in terll)s of
the section 'proper,ties end the applied torque. Tbe actueJ. calcu....
.' +a.tions are carried out in the i'ollowlDl;; IJages•
. :(la) ~he three functions are G;lI;pressed in general form for/~~nt'··'
• i '. ~ a~ equations (1)3' (2)3' and (3)3' Substituting oft~
proper boundary conditions at z =0 la_ds to equations for
constants Al and ~l' At the diVision point, the angle of twist
can be expressed as equaUon (6)3 by combining constant terms.
$iJnUarly the unit angle of twist awl the flange bending moment
at the diVision point c~ be ,written as equations (7)3 and (8)3
respectively.
(lb) ~be three functions in ge~ra1 form for the segment ~O are
given by equations (9)3' (10)a' and (11)3' At the free end,
the condi tion.o! a simply supported flange leads to equation
(12)5 for 1)2' fhe value of the functions at the division point
are expressed, in condensed form by eq._tion.a (13)3' (14)3' and
.(15)3'
(2) SUbstitutions of the appropriate expres~ions for the flange
bending moments in the contin.uity condition at :a yields equation
(1) in terms of two arbitr~ constan.ts.
.,
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(3) The continuity of unit angles of twist at B results in.the
related equation (II).
(4). The equality of twist angles at B leads to an expression for
A2 •
':;(6) :Be.sed on the solution of the simultaneous equations (1) and
(II), constants 1)1 and 132 can be eveJ.ua.ted by equations (19~3' ,..
'and (20) •
3
,·(6)· All six arbitrary constants Oan now be computed for any given .'
section and torque. The constant terms are swnmarized as·
equations (21) through (34) •
3' 3
(7) The expressions in gene~al form for each segment are given as
equations (34)3 through (39)3 and ~e summarized on Fig. 5:18.
'(8) The maximum values of the three functions are given by equations
(40)3' (41)3' and (42)3'
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d. Extension, -_Va~iable (Iy>
To take care of the case where the torsional and lateral ben.d-
iug constants change in value at the same point, it is -onlY'
necessal7 to incorporate the (I ) and (h) terms in the constants •
.,
The form of the expressions for the arbitrary constants will. not
change.
Where (X) and (I ) are assumed to change at different points,y
more segments will be reqUired with a corresponding increase in
the number of constanta and the computations involved. Otherwise,
the procedure will be essentially the same.
Another ease which can be bandled in a similar manner 'is the
one involving more than two values of (IC), the nwnber of arbltr~y
constants to be determined being equal to three times the number
of segments of constant (K).
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8. g~nera.l
To investigate the characteristics of this extended sol~tion.
it was applied to a typical bu11t-up specimenf1'3-B. The range of ..
',(X) was taken to be between (K}>C' the computed effective const~t
"as~UJning integral. a.ction, and (ICs), the computed separate action
.;,'
":honstant. The lateral bending constant (17) was assumed to have··
thesarne value throughout.
.
It 'was assumed that there were two values of (X) which changed
abrupUy at a certain Ijolnt. Three combinations, designated
Computations "Ell, til", and "Gil. were investigated.
1- •
Oomputation IImu
Oomplltat1on Itllt
Oomputation "G"
4. Di~gsssi9n of Results
Segm@t&t An
(f)... ~ 1/2 L
gL. 7/8 L
gL ;: 3/4 L
Segment :ag
1/2 L
lie L
1/4 L
a.. Opmnu~a.tiOl1nDR
For purposes of comparison, Computation Itnlt was made assumiDg
that (ls) was effective over the whole span. Tb,ese results would
set the upper lim! t while Compu.taUon "Olt based on computed. (Xx)
would torm the lower limit.
The effect of comblniDg (Xl) and (RS) in various proportions
on the behavior of a built-uP girder (T3-B) 1s l!\hown graphically
in Fig. 5:20, 5:21. and 5:22.
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.. b •. NgrJPal Streps
As predicted, the lateral bending stress curves for cases of
variable (K) lie above the lower envelope curve of constant (Xl)
and progressively approach the (is) curve as the proportional part
of <as)- increases. Fig. 5:19 also shows a characteristic ousp tn
$ach curve at the transition point. In the case of specimen'
~3';'~II, a. comparison of experimental with theoretioal values shows.
tliat measured points oome quite olose to the Oomputation ttl" curv~~
o. Angle gf TwiSt
~he ourves of <0/) for the various combinations follow the ex-
pected pattern t a progressive increase from the case with constant
''(XI) to that with constant (lta) as .shown in Fig. 5:20. No abrupt
change in the slope of the curves is noticea.ble, confirming the
anticipated behavior. Oomputation "F" gives resUlts which approxi-
mate the experimentally measured values representing an average
angle of twist for the web a.nd flange.
d. unit Angle of Twis~
The computed uni~ angle of twist curves fall in line with the
predicted behavior as shown in Fig. 5:21. The curves do not show
a pronounced change in the slope of the tangents at the diVision
point. This is proba.bly due to the limited number of computed
points in the vicinity of the transition point. Of the computed
curves, combination IIFII comes closest to the average measured
value for web and flange.
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"e. EmU1il.tion
At one time certain deviations in the experimental VB. computed
curves were thought to be due to a possible variation of (K) at
the end. Although" Computa.tion "itl showed up extremely well when
"compared with mea.sured values for one specimen, this modification
·of the Timoshenko solution is not o:fferad as being a.pplicable to
"the tests as conducted. Later a more rea.sonable a.nd a. less
specula,.t1ve explanation was" found in Computation lIat'.
However, the possibility of a variation in (l) must not" be
'.:overlooked or discounted, since Bn3 reduction in effective (It) .""
is reflected in an increase in normal and shear stresses as well
as in the angular distortions. Soma further experimental work
to evaluate this factor would be advisable.
QONCLJJSI0NS
A. EyatyatiQn -TestPrQgram
I~ retrospect~ the lQading and suppQrt arrangements finally adopted
worked satisfactorily. Once the inevitable "bugSIl had been removed or
rectified, the equipment gave gOQd service.
The selection of specimens prQvedto be representative. The layout
of the ·instrumentation gave adeqwate coverage. considering the available·
equ1pmE;ln~. 'rhe use of a vertical bar against the sides of the flange
to meas:ure the angular deformation of the web neatly by-passed the
possible complicatiQns due tQ web deformation.
The SR-4 and level-bar readings were reproducible with the exception
of a limited number of low-level stress readinge. In the case Qf the
built-up sections, a plot of the observed data before conversionw.as
found desirable.
The experimental results proved to be consistent. Apparent deviations
in the measured normal. stress near the free end could be explained by
using the observed angular distortiQns.
B. Conclusion§
On the bade of the observed behavior and the analytical study. the
following conclusions were reached:
(1) The torsion constant (K), as obtained from the pure torsion test,
when used in the ava.ilable theories. led to a satisfactory check Qf
the measured stresses and dlstortionB due to non-uniform torsion.
(2) Since the test (K) can be approximated b,. the deVries assumption
as established by Chang and Johnston, (4) it fQllows that the com-
puted value of(K) can be used in the available theories to predict
the behavior of shop-fabrloateci. plate girders UlUle" non-unUorli1
torsion.
" , '. . .,(3) ~he late~l,bending Qonstant (1. ) of a plate g1rder. based on a mod~:
, , . ' y
1t1.ad rectangular section formed by the cover plates and the Qut-:-,'
$'tandit\f,j l.eg of the :flange all81es. ~an be used as a basis fOr com-
Put'ins tha 'dhta1\ce between flange centroids and, the tra.nsverEle$he~...
, $tre~$es due to f.la.ngeshear in the non-uniform to:rsion problem.', '
, ' ,
(4) 'Vt:'.lue~ suitable fordestgn can be obtained by use of the tr1mosheDko,
~olutlon provl·ded that the constants are eValuated as recomrnend~d~.. ,','
the 'beam. is of the ueu.a.l, proportiontl. and the end. 001'141 tions ap-',
:proxi~te those tbat are aesWJ1ed in the der1vation.
(5) The use ()£ flange connections in lieu of* or in conJunction with
web framing angle~ will tend. to increase the contribution of the
flange $hea%' which, tn turn. will increase the normal bend.1n,g
$treG,s~s ell along the span under tbese loading condt tion8.
(6) The angular distortions could not be predicted by the 1'1111oehenko'
theory which assUI'.lleS that the section. twists a.se. unlt. ~e actual
angle of twi,st of t~flanges lagged behind toot of the, web 4ue to
web dit:itortion.
(7) The use of the mea.sured unit angle ot twist along the span generall,
improvad thE! compa.rison of experimenta.l and computed values ot
stresses, espeCially near the free end.. This prooed'tl"G. des~gnated·
Computation "Bff, was devised as ~~d1f1cationNo.1.
(8) llhetwo a'1s11a.ble cases based on the Good~er-:Barton theor;v* while
not directly a.ppUcable to the specimens as tested, provide4 an
~Y't1cal means of improving the predicted values based on th, cor-
responding Timoshenko aolttUon. The fQrmer the0n'. broader in formu-
~atton. h, however. more cot.npUcated 1.n application.
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(9) The "long" beam solution gave an indication of the relative magnitude
~f· the reduction of flange twist to be expected under shaft loading .
cond! t.1ons.
(10) The tlflnitell beam solution, derived from the Goodier-.Barton theory
. ~nd based on slightly different end conditions, produced. resul ts
which compared quite closely with the measured values.
(11)' ~lie improvement in the analytical check by use of the "flnitell be~"
. . .
solutlO~,. in place of the Timoehenko theory, increased as the t'or-t'"
sionalbehav'ior of the specimen digressed further from the ideal'
cond! tiona.
C. ReCommendations
Certain aspects of the non-uniform torsion testa unoovered in the
course of this investigation are worthy of further study. An extension
of this prograBl could be laid out to investigate the following topics:
. , .
(1) The behavior of built-up plate girders of constant section can now
be predicted by the a.vailable theorief! with reasonable accuracy in .
the elastic range. A possible extension of tl;lis investigation would
be to consider the ultimate ca.pacity of eimilltl' specimens both
analytically and experimentally.
(2) The effect of variable (1), as well as (ly)' presented by a possible
change in section, could be evaluated 'experimentally following the
9Uf'~ested procedure under uniform torsion conditions. Th1B ~stndy .
co~ld then be extended to determine the effect of the change 1n
effective (K) at the free end of built-up sections for the non-uni-
f'orill torsion case. The experimental values oould be compared with
the analytical e%tens1on of the Timoshenko solution worked ou~ as
Modification ~o. 2.
. .' .
\::'
;',
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(3) AiianalyUca1 formulation could be derived to prediot the stress con,.. .
d~tionunder more gen~ral boundarycond1t1ons than possible with the
available theories.
APPENDIX A
INDIVIDUAL OURVES - lNDEX
F%perimental vs. Oomputed Values
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Normal I-.--.§.h~ar Stress Unit Angle Angle Flange
Sneeimen Stress Web ]ilan2e of Twist of Twist Shear
.
-
T l-R A 1:1 A 1:2 A 1:3 A 1:4
(129) (130) (131) (132)
"-
- -
T 2-R A 2:1 A 2:2 A 2:3 .A 2:4
(133) (134) (135) (136)
-
T 3-:8 A 3:1 A 3;2 A 3:3 A 3:4 A 3:6
(137) (13S) (139) (140) (141)
T 5-R A 5:1 A 5:2 A 5:3 A 5:4
(142) (143) (144) (145) I
T 1a-\"/ A 7:1 A 7:2 A 7:3 A 7:4
(146) (147) (148) (149)
T 71>-\'1 A 8:1 A 8:2 A 8:3 A 8:4
(100) (151) (152) (153)
T 9-VlBl A 9:1 A 9:2 A 9:3 A 9:4 A 9:5 .
(154) (155) (156) (157) (158)
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Note: P~e number 1s given in parentheses.
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~~ a\lthor~ ~r$l4 G. lUtw~ W~$ 'born li'o'br~, 12, 3;917, 1$ fe,co:lllf·h
~:aOM~,tont tlles&aond$on of~. ~ Mr$~ YUkt.chl ltub<>. Aft~r gra~t­
i~t,r~~ the ~b~toeehool$ of lJaco~. ~ &tted$1the Oolle.$' of ~et
SounA tCJ.1" ~ yea" ofpe-• .lli1Jl.~rlng!, 10 thet\ tJ1a'M~te~'" to th~ l1nl'fl'6r";'
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